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Chapter 1
Introduction
Almost all of the information we obtain from interstellar objects comes from studying the radi-
ation they emit. The emitted radiation can be studied either directly, to discern the properties
of the emitter, or indirectly to probe the properties of the medium in which the radiation propa-
gates. For a long, time astronomers thought that the interstellar medium (ISM) was transparent
and the dark areas seen in some parts of the sky were truly areas devoid of stars.
The first evidence that there is a component in the ISM causing a loss of starlight came in
1930 from the detailed studies carried out by R.J. Trumpler (Trumpler, 1930). By studying open
star clusters, Trumpler came to a conclusion that something was absorbing starlight and inferred
that the attenuation was caused by small dust particles with sizes well under 1 µm. Now some
80 years later, we are still struggling to understand the exact physical and chemical properties
of the dust grains. Interstellar dust constitutes a narrow, 100 pc thick disk at the plane of our
galaxy. Most of the dust is concentrated to the spiral arms and molecular clouds residing close
to the plane (Karttunen et al., 2010). The attenuation of star light caused by dust varies from
sightline to sightline. The highest extinction values, ∼ 30 magnitudes, are measured towards the
galactic centre with steadily decreasing values towards the galactic poles, ∼ 0.1 mag (Karttunen
et al., 2010).
Although most of the mass of the ISM, almost 99%, is in gaseous state, the small amount
of dust has a significant impact on the evolution of galaxies. Dust and gas do not form two
separate components but rather they are efficiently mixed and thus forming ’clouds’ in the ISM.
The density profiles and physical conditions and chemical composition of these clouds changes
from cloud to cloud, from the hot diffuse cloud above and below the galactic plane to the cold
dense molecular cloud complexes. In these densest regions of ISM, the dust grains provide a
surface for gases to freeze and thus enabling development of complex molecules.
The most notable effects caused by interstellar dust are the extinction and reddening of
star light. Extinction can be seen as a combined effect of two processes, light scattering and
absorption. A beam of radiation interacting with a particle will lose a portion of its energy to
the particle increasing the temperature of the particle. The particle will radiate the acquired
excess energy at infrared wavelengths depending of the temperature of the particle. It has been
estimated that approximately 30% of the total radiated energy in our galaxy is caused by the
thermal emission from dust (Karttunen et al., 2010). Thus a significant portion of the total
emitted light is shifted from the ultraviolet and optical parts of the spectrum towards the red
part of the spectrum.
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The spectral lines from molecules can be effectively used to probe the composition of the
molecular clouds and the velocity distributions within the cloud. Turbulence or possible collaps-
ing of the cloud can be traced by studying the Doppler shifts of the spectral lines. However,
should the temperatures be low enough, the molecules cannot be excited thus making the spec-
tral lines faint or undetectable. At these extremely low temperatures, the thermal emission from
dust can still be detected, thus making dust grains an effective tool when studying the densest
and coldest parts of the ISM.
A beam of radiation scattered by a particle will be deflected to a new direction of propagation
(Karttunen et al., 2010). The direction in which the radiation is scattered depends on the size
of the interacting particle and on the wavelength of the radiation. While for small particles the
scattering is strongly isotropic, scattering from larger grains is more forward oriented. From
observations, we can see that the scattered radiation has been polarized by the dust grains. We
can use the polarization to deduce that dust grains present in the ISM cannot be spherical,
although a common approximation used to simplify calculations. The slight changes in the
degree and direction of polarization can be used to study the galactic magnetic field and the
properties of the dust grains.
Figure 1.1: A part of the Corona Australis molecular cloud complex seen in scattered infrared
light. The colours correspond to the wavelength channels J (blue), H (green), and K (red)
(Juvela et al., 2008).
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Shown in figure (1.1) is a part of the Corona Australis molecular cloud complex seen in
scattered infrared light (Juvela et al., 2008). The colours of the figure correspond to the near-
infrared channels J, H, and K seen in blue, green, and red, respectively. The change in the
colours is caused by gradual saturation of the surface brightness as the column density of the
cloud increases. In the outer, diffuse, regions, the J-channel is unsaturated and the cloud is
seen in blue light. The slow saturation of the J-channel can be seen as the colour of the cloud
changes first to green, as the H-channel is still unsaturated, and finally to red, as the H-channel
saturates but the K-channel is still unsaturated. In the densest regions of the cloud, the surface
brightness can only be used to derive a lower limit for the total amount of dust on the line of
sight as even the K-channel saturates.
Due to physical and chemical processes that shape the interstellar medium, the size distri-
bution of the dust grains does not remain constant. For example, if the velocity of two colliding
grains is low enough, the grains can stick together, resulting in larger grains (Whittet, 2003).
The grain size growth in the ISM has been widely studied and a recent paper has proven that
grains can reach sufficiently large sizes during a typical cloud lifetime (Ormel et al., 2009).
The first direct evidence of dust grains growing in size in denser regions of the ISM was first
reported by Pagani et al. (Pagani et al., 2010), who studied a large collection of molecular clouds
and reported an excess surface brightness in mid-infrared at the center of these clouds. The
excess surface brightness was named ’coreshine’ and traced to light scattering caused by larger
grains than indicated by the classical size distribution presented by Mathis, Mathis, Rumpl, &
Nordsieck (Mathis et al., 1977) (hereafter MRN). After the first detection, there has been further
research of the topic, for example, by Andersen et al. (Andersen et al., 2013). In a recent paper,
they studied the scattered light of cloud core L260. Andersen et al. came to a conclusion that,
in order to explain the shapes of the surface brightness profiles, grain sizes up to 1 µm were
required. Other recent studies on coreshine have considered the location on the sky and the
strength of the coreshine effect (Steinacker et al., 2014a) and the effect of turbulence as a cause
for grain growth and coreshine (Steinacker et al., 2014b).
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1.1 The aims of this study
In this study we will explore the possibility of using near-infrared (NIR) and mid-infrared (MIR)
scattered light to probe the properties of interstellar dust based on the assumption that a pop-
ulation of grains exceeding the classic MRN distribution is present in the ISM.
We will be utilizing NIR and MIR observations of the filament TMC-1N in the Taurus
molecular cloud complex. The observations have been performed with the Spitzer space telescope
infrared array camera (IRAC) and with the wide-field camera (WFCAM) of the United Kingdom
Infrared Telescope (UKIRT). Thus, our observations cover the J-, H-, and K- channels and the
3.6-, 4.5-, 5.8-, and 8.0-µm bands. We will use observations from DIRBE and WISE satellites to
determine the background intensity in the direction of the Taurus cloud complex. Additionally,
in the case of the Spitzer bands, the background intensity will also be estimated directly from
the Spitzer images.
A surface brightness will be derived for each channel by comparing the filament against
the background, and with the assumption of negligible emission, we assume that the surface
brightness we see is caused by light scattering. Since light scattering depends on the properties
of the particles present in the interacting medium, we can use the scattered light to probe the
parameters of the interstellar dust grains present in the TMC-1N filament.
To analyse the observations, we will use radiative-transfer calculations with a reference ra-
diation field and with varying dust models combined with Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
simulations. The properties of the dust grains used in the models are based on the optical
properties computed by Li & Draine (Li & Draine, 2001). The key dust parameters we will
be concentrating on are the maximum grain size of the dust grains and the size distribution of
the dust grains. We will also study the strength of the interstellar radiation field and the opti-
cal depth of the filament utilizing the radiative-transfer calculations and the surface-brightness
observations.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
In this chapter, we will present the various processes and relations needed to understand the
complex physical and chemical nature of interstellar dust. In the first section, we will discuss
dust physics and the chemical processes shaping the grains. We will also discuss the radiative-
transfer equation and radiative transfer in a medium with many different particles. Finally, we
will discuss the history and recent advancements in simulating and modelling dust grains.
2.1 Dust Physics
2.1.1 Extinction
Electromagnetic radiation propagating through interstellar medium loses a portion of its intensity
before reaching our telescopes. The loss of intensity is called extinction and it is mostly caused by
small particles, namely dust grains, present in the interstellar medium. There are two physical
processes which contribute to total extinction: absorption and scattering. The energy of a
photon absorbed by a dust grain is converted to thermal energy of the grain whilst a photon
scattered by a grain will be deflected to a new direction compared to our line of sight. Both of
these processes are highly dependent on the wavelength of the incoming radiation and the size
distribution and chemical distributions of the interacting particles. It is thus crucial to study the
extinction caused by the dust grains, both to understand the properties of dust and to correct
the effects caused by dust.
Extinction Aλ at wavelength λ can be written as
Aλ = mobs,λ −m0,λ, (2.1)
where mobs is the observed magnitude of the source and m0 is the magnitude of a similar source
from a line of sight with negligible extinction. With the relation between magnitude m and flux
density F ,
m = −2.5log10F + constant, (2.2)
we can write the equation (2.1) as
Aλ
mag
= 2.5log10
[
F0,λ
Fλ
]
, (2.3)
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where Fλ is the observed flux and F0,λ is the flux of a similar source from a line of sight with
negligible extinction. The observed flux density is thus the initial flux density attenuated by a
factor e−τλ so that,
Fλ = F0,λe
−τλ , (2.4)
in which the parameter τλ is the optical depth at wavelength λ. We can now insert equation
(2.4) to equation (2.3)
Aλ
mag
= 2.5log10(e
−τ ) = 1.086τλ ∼ τλ (2.5)
Therefore, extinction is comparable to optical depth.
2.1.2 Light Scattering from dust
Scattering of electromagnetic radiation is a process in which radiation changes its direction of
propagation due to interactions with small particles in the medium it is propagating through.
The scattering properties of the particles depend on the wavelength of the radiation, the size of
the particles, the chemical composition of the particles, and the shape of the particles. For the
purposes of this study, we will be limiting our considerations to scattering without a change of
wavelength.
The scattering efficiency of a particle is described by albedo α. The particle can have values
between 0 and 1 for its albedo, 0 corresponding to a situation where all of the radiation is
absorbed by the particle and a value of 1 corresponding to a situation where all of the radiation
is scattered by the particle.
Albedo can be expressed by a function
α =
Qsca
Qsca +Qabs
=
Qsca
Qext
≤ 1 (2.6)
where Qsca, Qabs, and Qext are the efficiencies of scattering, absorption and extinction respec-
tively. The efficiencies can be written as
Qsca ≡ Csca
pia2eff
, Qabs ≡ Cabs
pia2eff
, Qext = Qsca +Qabs (2.7)
in which aeff is the geometric cross section of the particle and the coefficients Csca and Cabs are
the cross sections of scattering and absorption.
The coefficients Qsca and Qabs depend on two parameters, the complex refractive index m
m = n− ik (2.8)
and dimensionless size parameter x
x =
2piaeff
λ
, (2.9)
where λ is the wavelength of the interacting radiation.
One can, in principle, solve Qsca and Qabs for an arbitrary shaped particle by solving the
Maxwell equations for a given particle, the computations were first done by Mie (Mie, 1908)
but the solution only applies to spherically symmetric objects. For a truly arbitrary object,
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the Maxwell equations become much more complicated to solve, even with computers, so one is
forced to use approximations.
The direction of the scattered radiation depends on the size of the particle compared to the
wavelength of the radiation. For particles which are small compared to wavelength, scattering is
strongly isotropic, whereas for particles with sizes comparable to the wavelength of the radiation,
forward scattering becomes dominant.
The mean change of the direction of radiation scattered by a particle can be written as
g =< cos θ >=
2pi
Qsca
pi∫
0
cos(θ)
dQsca
dΩ
sin(θ)dθ (2.10)
where g is called the asymmetry parameter. Depending on the direction of scattering the asym-
metry parameter can get values from -1 to 1, -1 meaning backward scattering, 0 meaning sym-
metric scattering and 1 meaning forward scattering.
In figure (2.1) we show the scattering properties of a 0.12-µm sized dust grain relative to
different wavelengths and values of the size parameter. It is evident that scattering becomes
forward oriented as the wavelength approaches the size of the grain.
Figure 2.1: Scattering properties of a 12-µm sized homogeneous silicate grain with different
wavelengths in polar coordinates (Steinacker et al., 2003).
For wavelengths that are long compared to grain size, we can use the Rayleigh approximation
for scattering calculations:
I = I0
1 + cos2(θ)
2R2
(
2pi
λ
)4(
m2 − 1
m2 + 2
)2(
d
2
)6
. (2.11)
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In the above equation, I0 is the initial intensity of the radiation, R is the distance from the
observer, and d is the size of the particle.
For a highly idealised case of spherical particles with no absorption, Qext can be written as
Qext ≈ Qsca = 8
4
x4
(
m2 − 1
m2 + 2
)2
(2.12)
and by placing x, the above equation reduces to
Qsca ∝ λ−4 (2.13)
If, however, the wavelength is short compared to grain size, the scattering becomes a classical
Mie-scattering case. Let us again consider pure scattering and refractive index with a value of
m ∼ 1.5:
Qext ≈ Qsca = 2− 4
ρ
sin(ρ) +
4
ρ2
(1− cos(ρ)), (2.14)
where
ρ = 2x(m− 1). (2.15)
We see that, the behaviour of Qext becomes oscillatory (2.2), with maxima occurring when twice
refracted radiation passing through the particle interferes constructively with radiation diffracted
around the particle.
Figure 2.2: Behaviour of Qext as a function of the size parameter with several different refractive
indices (Draine, 2011).
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If we take into account absorption, the imaginary part of the refractive index is non-zero.
For longer wavelengths, we get
Qabs > Qsca. (2.16)
Noting that absorption depends on the imaginary part of the refractive index,
Qabs = −4xIm
(
m2 − 1
m2 + 2
)
, (2.17)
and by substituting x, we get
Qabs ≈ λ−1 (2.18)
From these considerations, it is evident that scattering depends strongly on the wavelength of
the radiation.
2.1.3 Interstellar Extinction Curve
The interstellar extinction curve, shown in figure (2.3), is a parametrization of the extinction of
dust as a function of wavelength at a certain line of sight. Because of the wavelength dependence,
the small differences in the size and chemical distributions of dust grains will be reflected in the
general shape of the extinction curve.
Figure 2.3: Interstellar extinction curves towards different lines of sight in the Milky way (Fitz-
patrick, 1999).
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From the ultraviolet to near-infrared wavelengths, there is an underlying shape Aλ ∝ λ−1,
whilst when moving to much longer or shorter wavelengths, the deviation from this simple law
becomes stronger.
The clearest deviations from the underlying shape are the 2175 A˚ bump, the presumably
silicate-based features at 10 µm and 18 µm and the steep rise at the UV part. The particle or
particles causing the 2175 A˚ bump remain unidentified, but various carbon-rich substances like
graphite or hydrogenated amorphous carbon are generally quoted as the source of the feature
(Draine & Malhotra, 1993, Li & Draine, 2001, Weingartner & Draine, 2001). Studies from other
galaxies, for example, the Magellanic clouds seem to indicate that the ’strength’ of the bump is
strongly correlated with metallicity, with smaller metallicity leading to a weaker bump.
In addition to the features mentioned above, a group of features can be identified at visible
wavelengths. These broad but relatively weak features are named diffuse interstellar bands
(DIB), even though the first ones were discovered over 90 years ago none have been securely
identified (Weselak et al., 2001). Based on the observations, we can say that the relative strengths
of these lines do not seem to correlate, indicating that there is no single species causing the
features. Studies have suggested small carbon based-grains, or big molecules, as the carrier
species, so Polyaromatic Hydro Carbons (PAH) or fullerenes seem to be good candidates as the
source for the DIBs (Ehrenfreund et al., 1995). In figure (2.4), there is a portion of an Rv = 3.1
extinction curve showing the DIBs.
Figure 2.4: An Rv = 3.1 extinction curve with Diffuse Interstellar Bands (DIBs). Data compiled
by Jenniskens & Desert (Jenniskens & Desert, 1994) and plotted by Draine (Draine, 2011).
The broadness of the extinction curve compared to a classical Mie scattering curve which
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shows a sharp rise at longer wavelengths and flattens when moving towards shorter wavelengths,
indicates that there must be a wide distribution of particle size present in the ISM. From the
flattening of the extinction curve, it is also evident that there are more small grains than large.
The extinction curve can be normalized in terms of total extinction and selective extinction
Aλ −AV
AB −AV =
E(λ)− V
E(B − V ) , (2.19)
where Aλ is defined by equation (2.5), AV and AB are extinctions in the V and B bands (550
nm and 440 nm, respectively). The quantity E(B − V ) ≡ (AV − AB) is selective extinction, or
more commonly, reddening. We can define the slope of the extinction curve, the ratio of total
to selective extinction, as
RV ≡ AV
AB −AV ≡
AV
E(B − V ) . (2.20)
The value of RV is not constant. Depending on our line of sight, the values show variation
between 2 and 6, with the most commonly used value, appropriate for diffuse lines of sight, being
RV ' 3.1. On the limit RV →∞, the extinction curve would become totally flat meaning that
all wavelengths are absorbed equally indicating an ideal ’gray’ absorber. As the value of RV is
relatively small, we can see that dust grains are clearly not ideal absorbers.
2.1.4 Infrared Emission from Dust Particles
Recent estimates for absorption in our galaxy caused by dust in the UV to NIR part of the
spectrum range between 30 - 50 %. The absorbed energy is in turn radiated at IR wavelengths.
The energy exchange in the ISM results from the absorption and emission of radiation, collisions,
and dust surface reactions such as the production of molecular hydrogen. In most environments,
the radiative processes determine the dust temperatures. For a perfect black body, we can derive
an equilibrium temperature Tb, with respect to the total energy density of photons U , from the
Stefan-Boltzmann law
U =
4σ
c
T 4b . (2.21)
With a typical value for U ≈ 5 × 105 eVm−3, we would assume a temperature of Tb ≈ 3.2 K.
Since the dust grains are far from black bodies, a more detailed approach is needed. If we take
classic spherical grains embedded in the interstellar radiation field (ISRF), the power they will
absorb is given by the equation
Wabs = c(pia
2)
∫ ∞
0
Qabs(λ)uλdλ, (2.22)
where uλ is the energy density of the ISRF at a given wavelength. We can write an analogous
equation for power emitted by the grains:
Wem = 4pi(pia
2)
∫ ∞
0
Qem(λ)Bλ(Td)dλ, (2.23)
in which Bλ is the Planck function and Qem(λ) is the emission efficiency factor of the grains
at a given wavelength. If the internal energies of the grains are in equilibrium, we can write
Wabs = Wem which leads to
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∫ ∞
0
Qλ(λ)uλdλ =
4pi
c
∫ ∞
0
Qλ(λ)Bλ(Td)dλ, (2.24)
where we have followed Kirchhoff’s law and written Qabs = Qem = Qλ. The above equation can
be used to deduct the grain temperature Td if we know Qλ and uλ. Observations have shown
that, for the far-infrared wavelengths, Qλ follows a power law of shape
Qλ ∝ λ−β , 1 < β < 2. (2.25)
From the equation above, we can derive a temperature dependence of T 5d to T
6
d depending on β,
a much stronger relation than we would expect for a regular black body.
Figure 2.5: The emission spectrum of dust from 2 µm to 1000 µm computed from the Weingartner
& Draine ( Weingartner & Draine, 2001) dust model. The squares and the diamonds correspond
to data from the COBE satellites FIRAS and DIRBE instruments, respectively (Draine, 2003a).
The above considerations are only valid for sufficiently large grains. As the physical grain
size decreases to a point where the grains consist of fewer than 100 atoms, the energy exchange
cannot be described as an equilibrium process. As most of the radiation in the ISM is in the UV
to visible wavelengths, a small grain absorbing a single photon will heat up considerably.
Let us consider a small dust grain of size a ≈ 0.20 µm absorbing a photon of energy E = hv.
The grain is heated an amount ∆T following the relation
E = CV ∆T, (2.26)
in which CV is the heat capacity of the grain. In the high-temperature limit, the heat capacity
of the grain is related to the number of thermodynamic degrees of freedom, N , of the grain,
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CV = 3kN, (2.27)
where k is the Boltzmann constant. Substituting the above to equation (2.26) gives us the
relative increase in temperature
∆T =
hv
3kN
. (2.28)
From the equation above, it is clear that the larger grains will heat up only a small amount per
absorbed photon, whilst the smaller grains will be heated to temperatures as high as 1000 K,
and the equilibrium treatment is no longer valid.
Figure 2.6: Temperature of four different-sized grains as a function of time in the local interstellar
radiation field (Draine, 2003a).
For smaller grains, the cooling time scales are relatively short. Thus, for each absorption
event, a small particle will be heated stochastically. The differences in the heating of the particles
results in a broader emission spectrum for the whole grain population that could be derived from
a grain population with a single size. The abovementioned behaviour is shown in figure (2.6),
where the temperature of four different-sized grains is plotted over time.
The emission spectrum of dust, shown in figure (2.5), shows clear spikes at wavelengths
shorter than 30 µm. There is strong evidence that the features at 18 µm and 10 µm are caused
by silicate-based grains whilst carbon grains are thought to produce the features at 11.3, 8.6, 7.7,
6.2, and 3.4 µm (Draine, 2011, Whittet, 2003). Almost all of the emission at wavelengths longer
than 60 µm is caused by larger grains that, in the average ISRF, are in steady state temperature
of 15-20 K.
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In addition to infrared emission, dust causes a prominent weak emission feature at visible
wavelengths between 500 nm – 900 nm. The phenomena is called Extended Red Emission, ERE,
with a maximum in the range of 650 nm – 750 nm and is strongest in areas where there is
plenty of dust. The observable properties of ERE are noted to change depending of the local UV
radiation field (Witt & Vijh, 2004). Because of the wide spectral range and changing location
of the maxima, the source of ERE is still an open question.
2.1.5 Dust and Polarization
The ISM has been observed to cause linear polarization of radiation, with polarization degree
varying in the range of 1-5 %. There also seems to be a clear correlation between the polarization
and extinction, with both parameters following a wavelength-dependent power law λ−β , with β
ranging between 1.6-2.0. However, the resemblance disappears quickly when moving to shorter
wavelengths. It would thus seem likely that dust grains are responsible for the polarization.
Figure 2.7: Observations of linear polarization in the light of background stars in our galaxy
(Heiles, 2000).
To be able to cause linear polarization the grains must be optically anisotropic and there
must be net alignment of the anisotropy axes. The optical anisotropy should not be a problem
because of the various processes that shape the grain surfaces. As for the alignment of the
anisotropy axes, the presence of a global galactic magnetic field should be able to align the
grains to produce the observed polarization. Thus the changes in the direction of polarization
can, at least partially, be linked to changes in the galactic magnetic field (2.7).
In astronomy, the degree of polarization can be described by the Serkowski law
p(λ) = pmaxexp(−Kln2(λ/λmax)) (2.29)
where K denotes the broadness of the maximum and, based on observations, can be written as
K ≈ 1.02λmax
5500
− 0.10, (2.30)
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and λmax is the wavelength of the maximum observed polarization expressed in A˚ngstro¨ms. If
we take λmax ≈ 5500 A˚ and K ≈ 1.15, the maximum polarization degree is in the range
0 < pmax ≤ 0.09
(
E(B − V )
mag
)
≈ 0.03 Av
mag
≈ 0.03τv. (2.31)
Although the equation is empirically derived only for a narrow part of the IR region, it can be
used as a reasonable approximation for polarization studies as far as the UV region.
Figure 2.8: Extinction efficiency parameters (Q‖, Q⊥, and ∆Q) plotted against the dimensionless
size parameter X. Note that the parameter ∆Q has been multiplied by a factor of 8 to be visible
in the figure (Whittet, 2003).
We now consider cylindrical grains which are aligned with their long axis perpendicular to
the direction of propagation of the light. The extinction efficiency Qext can be Q‖ or Q⊥,
corresponding to situations when the electric vector is parallel and perpendicular compared to
the long axis of the grains, respectively. The resulting polarization can now be written as
∆Q = Q‖ −Q⊥. (2.32)
The value of ∆Q is small (∆Q << Q‖ ∼ Q⊥) as extinction dominates compared to polar-
ization. In figure (2.8), we show the values of Q‖ and Q⊥ plotted against the size parameter X.
Note that since ∆Q is small it is scaled by a factor of 8 in the figure. Comparing the behaviour of
extinction and polarization for a given grain size a, we see that when X is small both extinction
and polarization decrease exponentially. On the other hand, when X > 8 extinction begins to
dominate over polarization.
If we assume that polarization is mainly caused by dielectric silicate cylinders, we can ap-
proximate the peak of ∆Q in the figure (2.8). Assuming a refractive index of m = 1.6 and
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taking X ∼ 2.5, the peak occurs when X(m − 1) ∼ 1. Comparing the result to the maximum
wavelength of the Serkovski law of 5500 A˚, we can now write the size parameter as
λmax ≈ 2pia(n− 1), (2.33)
and solving for a leads to a ≈ 0.15 µm, the same as the size of the classical large grains. The
variations of λmax at different lines of sight would thus indicate variations in the mean size of
the polarizing grains and the dependence of K with λmax can be understood with changes in
the size distribution of the grains.
2.1.6 Composition of Dust
We cannot directly determine the chemical composition of dust from the observations as the
spectral features are too broad and weak. Instead, we can measure the abundances of the gas
phase. By comparing the observed abundances to solar abundances (abundances found in the
solar system), we can see which of the elements are depleted and interpret that the depleted
species are locked in dust grains.
The method described above is not without problems. First of all, the solar abundances
can have some errors and thus should not be trusted blindly. Secondly, the exact abundances
of chemical elements in the ISM are not necessarily comparable to solar abundances. Detailed
studies of the chemical abundances of young OB-stars have pointed out that the Sun seems to
have around 40% higher abundances of heavier elements (Savage & Sembach, 1996, Snow &
Witt, 1996).
In table (2.1), there are the mean gas phase abundances Agas, depletion index D, fractional
depletion δ, and the elements abundance in dust phase Adust in diffuse clouds for both standard
solar abundances and for 63% solar abundances. In the latter case, the depletion becomes
positive for two elements so the values have been set to 0 (Whittet, 2003).
The depletion index is defined as
D(X) = log(
NX
NH
)− log(NX
NH
)ref , (2.34)
where the term on the right represents the reference, for example, solar abundances. With the
above equation, the fractional depletion can then be written as
δ(X) = 1− 10D(x). (2.35)
The upper and lower limits of δ(X) = 1 and δ(X) = 0, corresponding to the situations with all
atoms in dust and all atoms in gas.
The extinction and absorption studies of interstellar dust place some more constraints on the
chemical composition of dust. From scattering and polarization studies, we know that at least
some grains must have dielectric, non-absorbing, properties. Silicate grains, like olivine (m2SiO4)
and pyroxene (mSiO3), where m is either iron or magnesium, could explain the observations
(Draine, 2011, Whittet, 2003).
Oxygen produces a prominent problem to abundance studies. Comparing observations of the
ISM to solar abundances, oxygen seems to be overly depleted. Oxygen tied to silicates can only
explain about 30% of the solar oxygen abundances. Metal oxides could tie some of the oxygen,
but this would still only account for half of the observed solar oxygen abundances. Another
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explanation of the depletion could be ices, but these cannot survive in the diffuse ISM (Draine,
2011, Whittet, 2003).
Solar 63% Solar
Agas — — — — — —
Element (ppm) D δ Adust D δ Adust
C 140 -0.41 0.61 220 -0.21 0.38 87
N 75 -0.09 0.19 17 (0) (0) (0)
O 320 -0.32 0.52 356 -0.12 0.24 106
Na 0.6 -0.50 0.68 1 -0.30 0.50 0.7
Mg 3.1 -1.10 0.92 36 -0.90 0.87 21
Al 0.01 -2.50 1.00 3 -2.30 0.99 2
Si 0.9 -1.60 0.97 34 -1,40 0.96 21
P 0.07 -0.74 0.82 0.3 -0.54 0.71 0.2
S 19 0.00 0.00 0 (0) (0) (0)
Ca 0.005 -3.60 1.00 2 -3.40 1.00 1
Cr 0.04 -2.10 0.99 0.5 -1.90 0.99 0.3
Fe 0.32 -2.00 0.99 32 -1.80 0.98 20
Ni 0.01 -2.30 1.00 2 -2.10 0.99 1
Table 2.1: Mean gas-phase abundances and depletions in diffuse clouds, relative to solar abun-
dances and 63% of the solar abundances (Whittet, 2003).
The observed abundances for carbon and silicon give rise to another kind of problem. De-
pending on the dust model, it would seem that we need about 25% more of carbon and over
70% more of silicon to be able to explain the general shape and features of the extinction curve
(Draine, 2011).
From the table (2.1) we can derive the most likely compositions of dust grains to be:
- Silicates like olivine(Mg2xFe2−2xSiO4) or pyroxene(MgxFe1−xSiO3) where 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,
- oxides like silicon oxide (SiO2), magnesium oxide (MgO) or iron oxide (Fe3O4),
- carbon solids like graphite, diamond and amorphous carbon,
- hydrocarbons for example polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,
- carbides in particular silicon carbide (SiC),
- and pure iron solids.
Other elements, copper for example, are available in the ISM, but their contribution is small due
to their low abundances compared to those mentioned above.
2.1.7 Size Distribution of Dust Particles
From the extinction and polarization observations, it is evident that interstellar dust comes in a
wide variety of sizes. The smallest of the dust grains are probably of the same size as the large
molecules, a few tens of atoms, whilst the largest of the grains are micrometer-sized. The size
distribution of the dust grains depends on two parameters: the rate of grain growth and the rate
of grain destruction. The destruction rate is governed by fast grain-grain collisions produced
by shocks and turbulence, chemical and physical sputtering, and vaporization of ices. The time
scales for these processes are hard to estimate and depend strongly on the environment.
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The main processes which produce larger grains in the ISM are low-velocity grain-grain
impacts, which result in coagulation of two grains, and elements freezing from the gas phase
to the grain surface. Both of these mechanisms produce larger grains but there is a prominent
difference between the two. The freezing of material from the gas phase effectively produces
new grain material in the form of ice mantles whereas the grain-grain collisions will merely
redistribute the already existing grain mass with respect to size.
For smaller grains, the grain-grain collisions will be more likely to produce more compact
well-organized clusters, as the surface-to-volume energy ratios are large. On the other hand,
larger grains are more likely to shatter loose aggregates as the energy transfer during the impact
is significant compared to the internal binding energy. As for the grains that lie between the
abovementioned, more loose shapes are probably dominant (Dominik & Tielens, 1997, Dorschner
& Henning, 1995).
Consider an interstellar cloud with a density nH = 10
9 m−3 and an average thermal speed
of dust grains close to vd = 0.1 km s
−1. The critical impact speed, which will shatter typical
grains in the ISM, is approximately 1 km s−1, which is well below the thermal speed so that
coagulation of grains is favoured. For grains with number density nd and cross-sectional area of
σ we can approximate the time scale between collisions as
tcol =
1
ndσdvd
≈ 10
25
nHvd
. (2.36)
Note that the right-hand side of the above equation is based on an approximation of the mean
projected area of the dust grains per hydrogen atom.
For the example cloud above, we get a collision time scale of tcol ∼ 3 Myr, which is below
the typical lifetime of ∼10 - 100 Myr of interstellar clouds. therefore coagulation may have a
considerable effect on the grain size distribution.
We can derive a similar equation for the mantle growth. Let us assume a population of grains
of size a, mass m, number density n, and moving with thermal speed v. Each of the grains can
absorb particles at a rate ξpia2v, where ξ is the sticking factor describing the likelihood of two
colliding particles to stick together. The grains will increase in mass at a rate (Whittet, 2003)
dmd
dt
= ξpia2n(2.5kTgm)
1
2 , (2.37)
Tg being the kinetic temperature of the gas. If absorption of particles leads to mantles of density
s, we can define the overall growth of the grains as
da
dt
= 0.4ξns−1(kTgm)
1
2 . (2.38)
Assuming that the right side of the equation remains constant over time, we can simplify the
equation to
a(t) = a0 + ∆a(t), (2.39)
where a0 is the radius of the grain before the mantle is formed and ∆a(t) is the thickness of
the mantle. If this simple interpretation is correct, the initial grain size does not affect the
mantle thickness which would result in bigger grains without affecting the shape of the grain
size distribution.
We can use equation (2.36) to approximate the time scales of mantle growth by adding the
sticking factor to the equation:
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tmant =
1
ξndσdvd
≈ 10
25
nHvd
, (2.40)
which is again based on the approximation of the mean projected area of dust grains per hydrogen
atom. If we insert the numbers used in the above collision example, we get: tmant ∼ 1 Myr, well
below the typical cloud life time.
2.2 Radiative Transfer
By analysing the radiation an object sends, we receive information not only from the object
but also from the medium the radiation propagates through. Understanding how radiation is
transferred through the medium and how it interacts with the medium is thereby one of the key
problems to answer in modern astrophysics.
The strength of the radiation field, as a function of wavelength, at position ~x at some time t
is described by the intensity I(λ). The intensity is thus the power of electromagnetic radiation
per unit area per wavelength within a solid angle. Let us now study a beam of radiation within
a wavelength interval (λ, λ + dλ) propagating in the direction nˆ within a solid angle dΩ. We
can write the specific intensity of the radiation as
I(λ, nˆ, ~x, t)dλdΩ. (2.41)
Let us next consider a beam of radiation entering a box of material and let s be the path
length in the direction of propagation. As the radiation interacts with the material it is passing
through the intensity of the radiation changes by the amount
dIλ = −Iλκabs(λ, x)ds+ j(λ, x)ds. (2.42)
The variables κabs(λ, x) and j(λ, x) are the absorption and emission coefficients of the material
at position x and wavelength λ.
The emission coefficient j describes how much radiation is spontaneously emitted by the
material per distance ds
dIλ = j(λ, x)ds (2.43)
and the absorption coefficient κ describes the amount of intensity absorbed by the material per
distance ds
dIλ = −κabs(λ, x)Iλds. (2.44)
It is now convenient to move from the path length to the optical depth τλ which is defined
as
dτλ≡κabs(λ, x)ds, (2.45)
in which we assume that κabs(λ, x) > 0 so that the radiation propagates in the direction of the
growing optical depth. We can now write the equation as
dIλ = −Iλdτλ + S(λ, x)dτ, (2.46)
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in which the factor Sλ is the source function,
S(λ, x) =
j(λ, x)
k(λ, x)
, (2.47)
and the value of the source function depends on the properties of the medium. If we now multiply
the equation (2.46) by a factor eτ and rearrange the terms, the equation becomes
d(eτλIλ) = e
τλS(λ, x)dτλ. (2.48)
where we have defined the optical depth at the edge of the medium to be 0. Writing the intensity
entering the medium as Iλ(0), we can derive an integral form for the equation (2.48):
eτλIλ − Iλ(0) =
τλ∫
0
eτ
′
S(λ, x)dτ ′. (2.49)
By multiplying both sides of the equation with e−τλ ,
Iλ(τλ) = Iλ(0)e
−τ +
τλ∫
0
e−(τλ−τ
′)S(λ, x)dτ ′, (2.50)
and we have derived a general form of the equation of radiative transfer.
The equation above states that the intensity Iλ at optical depth τλ corresponds to the initial
intensity Iλ(0) which is reduced by factor e
−τ , increased by the emission caused by the medium
and dampened by the absorption caused by the medium.
2.2.1 Scattering and Radiative Transfer
If we want to take scattering into account, the radiative-transfer equation becomes more compli-
cated. Not only does scattering cause a loss in the observed intensity, as radiation is scattered
from our line of sight, it can also increase the observed intensity, as light is deflected to our line
of sight by the medium.
For the purposes of this work, we will now omit the effect of emission in our radiative transfer-
calculations and assume that all of the intensity we see is from scattered light. We will discuss
the justification of the approximation in more detail in chapter 5.
We define a scattering phase function
Θ(n, n′, x, λ), (2.51)
which describes the probability that radiation propagating in direction n′ and scattered at po-
sition x, will have n as it new direction of propagation after the scattering. By definition, the
phase function is normalized as ∫
4pi
Θ(n, n′, x, λ)dΩ′ = 1. (2.52)
If we now add the above equation to equation (2.42), we have
dIλ = −Iλκext(λ, x)ds+ κsca(λ, x)
∫
4pi
Θ(n, n′, x, λ)Iλ(x, n′)dΩ′, (2.53)
where we have used the definition κext = κabs+κsca. Unlike equation (2.50), the equation above
is integro-differential in which the radiation fields at all different positions and directions are
coupled.
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2.2.2 Radiative Transfer in Dust Mixture
Dust in the interstellar medium comes in a variety of sizes, shapes, and chemical composures,
each of which interacts differently with radiation passing through the medium. It is thus vital
to understand what kind of effects the dust mixture has on our radiative-transfer calculations.
If we denote a dust species by lower index i and the total dust number density at position x
by Ni(x), we can sum over all different dust species and write the equation of radiative transfer
as
dIλ =
∑
i
−IλNi(x)κext,i(λ)ds+
∑
i
Ni(x)κsca,i(λ)
∫
4pi
Θi(n, n
′, λ)Iλ(x, n′)dΩ′. (2.54)
Each dust species i now has its own absorption and scattering coefficients and its own scattering
phase function. From the above equation we see that it is formally identical to equation (2.53)
so we can define the coefficients of absorption, scattering and extinction for the dust mixture as
κabs(λ, x) =
∑
i
Ni(x)κabs,i(λ), (2.55)
κsca(λ, x) =
∑
i
Ni(x)κsca,i(λ), (2.56)
κext(λ, x) =
∑
i
Ni(x)κext,i(λ). (2.57)
Following the above considerations, we can write the scattering phase function for the dust
mixture as
Θ(n, n′, x, λ) =
∑
iNi(x)κsca,i(λ)Θi(n, n
′, λ)∑
iNi(x)κsca,i
(2.58)
From these considerations, it is evident that, in terms of absorption and scattering, radiative
transfer in dust mixtures is analogous to radiative transfer in a medium with a single dust species
with averaged properties (Martin, 1978, Wolf, 2003).
2.3 Models for Interstellar Dust
The study of interstellar dust usually involves complex coupled problems, which is why we need
computer simulations to better understand our observations. Simulations also provide us a
way to test our theories and see how the observations limit our models. The objective of the
first studies directed at dust was to correct the errors, namely reddening, in photometric data
caused by dust grains. In the recent years, advances in observation techniques and increments
in computation capacity have allowed us to create, and use, more complex models for dust.
The slight variations in local environment and in dust properties from line of sight to line of
sight require that the model is flexible and able to adapt to these variations. On the other hand,
our limited knowledge of the physical and chemical processes affecting and shaping dust grains
in the ISM place numerous challenges on creating a realistic dust model.
Observations conducted using different methods and a wide wavelength coverage have pro-
vided us multiple ways to test our models. Modelling and observations can then be used to
derive boundary conditions for the physical and chemical properties of dust grains. This places
strong constraints on new models as they must be able to explain the observations coherently.
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2.3.1 Modelling Radiative Transfer
There are two questions to answer: how the radiation is formed and how it propagates through
the medium in question. The problem can be solved by creating a model of the medium and
trying to reproduce the observed intensity, or we can try to deduce the properties of the medium
by studying the properties of the observed radiation, in other words, solve an inversion problem.
If the medium itself is unaffected by the radiation, we can use equation (2.53) in modelling
radiative transfer. However, a fixed medium is not physical, as when radiation propagates
through the medium, a portion of the energy carried by the radiation is absorbed by the medium.
The absorbed energy is converted to heat which results in stronger emission from the medium.
On the other hand, if the medium has a high scattering efficiency, a portion of the intensity we
observe can originate from other parts of the medium outside of our line of sight and, conversely,
some intensity can be scattered away from our line of sight leading to a false interpretation of
the original intensity. Radiative transfer is thus a coupled problem, where the medium affects
the radiation and radiation affects the medium.
When modelling a coupled problem such as the temperature of a dust in molecular cloud,
some of the parameters of the medium are typically fixed, such as the density of the cloud, and
some are free parameters, these values being updated during the modelling. Due to the coupling,
we are usually forced to use iterative methods.
One of the most commonly used methods is to divide the medium in to small cells with
slightly varying physical properties. To simulate the radiative transfer, a packet of photons is
sent from the edge of the medium and its path is traced as it moves through the medium. As
the packet moves from cell to cell, the amount of photons absorbed by the medium is calculated
and new physical properties are derived for all cells that absorbed photons from the packet. The
amount of packets sent is tracked and the simulation ends as some desired limit is reached.
2.3.2 Dust Models
An extinction curve derived from a dust model can be used to test a model. To derive the
extinction curve, the model must assume a size distribution and a distribution of chemical
compositions for the grains. The most commonly used size distribution was presented by Mathis
et al. (Mathis et al., 1977) and was initially derived for the infrared and ultraviolet region. The
MRN model assumes that all grains are spherical, unmantled, and homogeneous, consisting of
populations of silicate- and carbon-based grains both with size distributions following a power
law (Mathis et al., 1977):
n(a) ∝ a−β , amin < a < amax. (2.59)
Where a is the radius of a spherical grain, n(a) is the relative portion of grains of size a, and
β is a positive number. The MRN model is capable of reproducing the mean extinction curve
with the parameters set to amin ≈ 0.005 µm, amax ≈ 0.25 µm, and β = 3.5. The model assumes
that graphite grains are responsible for extinction at all wavelengths, causing both the 2175 A˚
bump and the steep rise in the far UV-region.
The discovery of the MIR-emission features from the ISM indicated that the MRN model
required an update. Based on laboratory research by De´sert et al. (Desert et al., 1990) (and
more recently by Weingartner and Draine (WD01) (Weingartner & Draine, 2001) proposed a new
model where the smallest particles of carbon-based grains are treated as PAH molecules. If the
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size of the grain falls under a certain threshhold it is seen as a PAH molecule and its properties
are changed to reflect graphite. In figure (2.9) (Weingartner & Draine, 2001), we show the mean
extinction curve with Rv = 3.1 and the relative effect of carbon-based and silicate-based grains
on the extinction curve derived from the WD01 model.
Figure 2.9: The effect of silicate- and carbon-based grains on the extinction curve of WD01
model with Rv = 3.1 (Weingartner & Draine, 2001).
The amount of elements available in the ISM will affect the composition of dust. Thus, a
dust model requires a chemical distribution to be able to compute the amount of the elements
consumed by the model and what kind of grains are produced. The most widely used abun-
dances are based on solar abundances but this leads to a common problem between the models.
By using the solar abundances, the models seem to use more elements than there would be
available. For example, the WD01 model requires 24% more carbon and 78% more silicon than
the standard reference abundances allow. However, the overconsumption of elements might be a
purely artificial problem caused by the approximations used in defining the dust model itself. For
example, as Li & Greenberg (Li & Greenberg, 1997) demonstrated, by changing the geometrical
shape of the larger grains from spheroids to cylindrical, the amount of elements consumed by
the grains is reduced. On the other hand, the uncertainties in the abundances of elements in the
ISM can further reduce the problem.
The size and chemical distributions of the dust model will affect the extinction curve derived
from the model. The WD01 model, for example, has a half-mass grain radius, half of the
mass is in grains for which a > a0.5, close to a0.5 = 0.12 µm for both silicate and graphite
grains. The model proposed by Zubko et al. of unmantled silicate and carbon grains (ZDA04),
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has significantly lower values: a0.5 = 0.06 µm for carbon-based grains and a0.5 = 0.07 µm for
silicates. Draine & Fraisse (DF09) (Draine & Fraisse, 2009) used polarized far-infrared and
submillimeter emission data as additional constraints. Their model number 4, for example, uses
a0.5 = 0.135 µm for silicate grains and a0.5 = 0.037 µm for carbon-based grains.
Figure 2.10: Grain size distributions for the WD01, ZDA04, and DF09 models (Draine, 2011).
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Figure 2.11: Derived infrared extinction curves for the WD01, ZDA04, and DF09 models (Draine,
2003a).
Figure (2.10) (Draine, 2011) shows the distribution of dust grains per hydrogen atom as a
function of grain size for the WD01, ZDA04, and DF09 models. The diagrams are plotted on a
logarithmic scale and the half-mass grain radius values are marked with vertical dashed lines.
Figure (2.11) (Draine, 2011) shows infrared extinction curves derived from the WD01, ZDA04,
and DF09 models. All curves shown have Rv = 3.1. The ZDA04 model produces less extinction
at infrared wavelengths than the other two models. The difference arises because the ZDA04
model has smaller half-mass grain radius values. It is apparent that to be able to explain the
observed extinction properties of dust, a dust model must include very small grains, the size of
few tens of atoms, but also larger grains, with sizes exceeding 0.2 µm.
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Chapter 3
Data Reduction
In this chapter, we will go through the steps we used in reducing the raw images used to
obtain the intensities required by our analysis. We have used images from the Spitzer InfraRed
Array Camera (IRAC) (Fazio et al. 2004), the Wide Field CAMera (WFCAM) (Casali et
al. 2007) of the United Kingdom InfraRed Telescope (UKIRT), the Diffuse Infrared Background
Experiment satellite (DIRBE), and images from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE).
The WFCAM and Spitzer images were used to derive surface brightnesses for the J-, H-, K-, and
3.6-µm channels. The DIRBE images, along with the images from WISE, were used to derive
the background intensities for the J-, K-, and 3.6-µm channels.
The Spitzer images were obtained from the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive (IRSA).
We have used all four IRAC channels which correspond to wavelengths of 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0
µm, respectively. The images are centred on a filament TMC-1N in the Taurus molecular cloud
complex, the coordinates of the center point are RA(J2000) 4h37m45s, DEC(J2000) +26◦57’24”.
The data (observation numbers 11230976 and 11234816) are from the Taurus Spitzer legacy
project (PI D. Padgett). We used the level-2 data and thus star subtraction was the only
reduction procedure we needed to perform for these images.
For the WFCAM we have used the J-, H-, and K-band images corresponding to 1.25, 1.65, and
2.22 µm, respectively. The images are centred at RA(J2000) 4h39m36s, DEC(J2000) +26◦39’32”
covering an area of 1◦ × 1◦ corresponding to some (2.4 pc)2. The data was reduced following
the procedures described by Malinen et al. (Malinen et al., 2013), with the exception of star
subtraction.
The DIRBE images were obtained from the Sky View virtual observatory. For our data
analysis, we only needed the first three DIRBE channels which correspond to wavelengths of
1.25, 2.2, and 3.5 µm, respectively. We used the Zodi-Subtracted-Mission-Average (ZSMA)
images, for which the modelled interplanetary dust signal has been subtracted and no additional
data reduction was conducted.
For the star subtraction, we used both SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996) and PSFex
(Bertin, 2011). The subtraction was done in three steps: in the first step, we used the Spitzer
and WFCAM images as input for SExtractor. For the initial run, we wanted to detect only the
brightest stars. This was achieved by setting a high detection threshold, 15 times the estimated
noise in the images, to the configuration file. The size of the background mesh was set at 64 pixels
and the photometric parameters were set to the correct values for the corresponding Spitzer and
WFCAM channels.
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SExtractor produces a catalogue of stars and their positions on the image. The catalogue was
used as input for PSFex which computes a point-spread function (PSF) from the catalogue used
as input. PSFex constructs a small image as a model for the PSF. To avoid loss of information,
PSFex uses a sampling that is different from the original pixels depending on the observations, a
rougher sampling for the oversampled and a finer sampling for the undersampled observations.
In the final step, we used the PSF file and the original images as input of a second SExtractor
run. For this run, we used a significantly lower detection threshold (1.5) also to be able to detect
and later to remove the faintest sources. The other parameters discussed above were not changed.
The second run produces an image of objects which we then subtracted from the original images
using a Python routine based on the PyFits library. The result is an image in which stars appear
as smooth holes. Figure (3.1) shows a part of the J-channel surface brightness map with point
sources (left) and with point sources subtracted. We did not use SExtractor for the background
subtraction to avoid the subtraction of any of the diffuse emission.
Figure 3.1: An example of point-source subtraction done for the J-channel image by using
SExtractor and PSFex. Shown on the left is an area close to the filament with multiple visible
point sources, and, on the right, the same area after the source were subtracted (the smooth
areas). The colourbar corresponds to the figure on the right. Note that the colour scales of the
images are not the same. The color of the image on the right was changed so that the results of
SExtractor would be easier to see.
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Chapter 4
Modelling
4.1 Radiative Transfer
Our radiative transfer model is based on the assumption that all of the observed surface bright-
ness in the J-, H-, K-, and 3.6-µm channels originates from scattered radiation and there is
no notable emission. The assumption is based on the arguments provided by Steinacker et al.
(Steinacker et al., 2010); integrating the infrared emission model of Draine & Li, the red line in
figure (4.1), we would expect 10 times more emission in the 5.8-µm band than in the 4.5-µm
band. Since the filament we are studying is seen more in absorption than emission at 5.8 µm and
there is no visible structure in the 4.5-µm channel, we conclude that most of the surface bright-
ness at longer wavelengths, if not all, is indeed scattered light. Further, we assume that there is
no dust in front of the cloud, or it is optically thin, so that the observed surface brightness I(λ)
follows the equation
I(λ) = Isca(λ) + Ibg(λ)e
−τ − Ibg(λ), (4.1)
where Isca(λ) is the intensity of the scattered light, Ibg(λ)e
−τ is the intensity of the background
radiation measured through the cloud with optical depth τ , and Ibg(λ) is the intensity of the
background coming around the cloud. Thus we compare the surface brightness of the cloud
against the background intensity.
The observed intensities for the channels mentioned above were acquired by taking single pixel
values from two different locations of the filament, one from the densest part of the filament and
one from a part with less optical depth. These are marked in the middle frame of figure (5.1)
with white and blue markers. To distinguish between these points, we have named the densest
area as ’Center’ and the lower column density point as ’Near’. The obtained values are listed
in table (4.1). We have chosen to use single-pixel values, although averaging over a small area
around the chosen pixels would result in similar values.
The method above was also used to acquire values for the observed optical depths. We
utilized two optical depth maps derived by Malinen et al. (Malinen et al., 2013), one derived
from the Herschel colour temperature and intensity maps, τ250, with spectral index β = 1.8. The
second map, τJ , was derived from the near-infrared colour excess following the NICER method
described by Lombardi & Alves (Lombardi & Alves, 2001). The obtained values are listed in
table (4.1).
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The background intensities for J-, H-, and K-channels were adopted from Malinen et al.
(Malinen et al., 2013), who used DIRBE and WISE data to derive the intensities. However,
the value of the background intensity of the 3.6-µm channel indicated by Spitzer is lower than
the value derived by Malinen et al. The difference is caused by the different methods used in
subtracting the interplanetary dust signal between Spitzer and DIRBE. Thus, we have used the
average of the Spitzer and DIRBE values. The background indicated by Spitzer was obtained
by taking an average value over a section in the 3.6-µm map close to the filament (RA(J2000)
4h41m30s, DEC(J2000) +26◦25’0” covering an area of 30” × 30”) and the value indicated by
DIRBE was adopted from Malinen et al. The obtained values are listed in table (4.1).
Figure 4.1: The red line shows the infrared emission model of Draine & Li (2007) with qPAH =
4.58% and U = 1. The dashed black line shows the extinction model by Draine (2003 a,b,c) and
the gray areas are the instrumental response of the IRAC filters. The models are relative and
have been scaled to fit in the figure (Steinacker et al., 2010).
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Center Near
Surface Background Surface Background
brightness intensity Optical brightness intensity Optical
Channel MJy/sr MJy/sr depth MJy/sr MJy/sr depth
J 0.072 0.122 6.10 0.062 0.122 2.05
H 0.152 0.100 - 0.121 0.100 -
K 0.117 0.088 - 0.069 0.088 -
3.6 0.053 0.104 - 0.027 0.104 -
Table 4.1: The observed surface brightnesses, background intensities, and J-channel optical
depths used in our computations. The values for the J-, H-, and K-channel backgrounds were
adopted from Malinen et al. (Malinen et al., 2013).
To study the properties of different dust models, we created a model cloud based on a Bonnor-
Ebert sphere. The sphere was divided into 50 shells with a density distribution such that the
innermost 20 shells contained approximately 40 % of the total mass of the cloud. The cloud
was then lit by a radiation field corresponding to a model interstellar radiation field (ISRF).
The ultraviolet to near-infrared range of the spectrum is based on the model of Mathis, Mezger,
and Panagia (Mathis et al., 1983) of average galactic starlight in the solar neighbourhood. This
model represents continuum spectrum only and does not include emission lines.
To model the light scattering, we used a radiative transfer code CRT written by Juvela
(Juvela, 2005), (Juvela & Padoan, 2003). For each dust model, we computed surface brightness
maps for the J-, H-, K-, and 3.6-µm bands from the intensity values produced by the CRT. We
computed our ’observed’ surface brightnesses from these maps by taking the mean value of a
10× 10 pc grid centred on the core of the model cloud.
The CRT-code computes, simultaneously with the surface brightnesses, the optical depth for
each of the channels. Accordingly with the surface brightness maps, we used a 10 × 10 pc grid
to compute our ’observed’ optical depth for the J channel.
All the dust models used in our simulations are based on the optical properties, namely Qsca,
Qabs, and the asymmetry parameter g, computed by Li & Draine (Li & Draine, 2001). The dust
models were constructed by varying three parameters; the maximum grain size (labeled Amax),
the power-law exponent of the grain-size distribution (labeled β), and the relative amount of dust
compared to 2H which changes the optical depth τ . For the dust models, we used 20 different
values for each of the parameters listed above, the maximum grain size was given values between
0.28 and 2.5 µm, the β-parameter was given values between 2.0 and 5.0, and the relative amount
of dust to hydrogen was varied so that the change in the optical depth of the J-channel was
±20% of the value derived from the observations.
The values of these free parameters were changed by creating a grid of 20 × 20 × 20 data
points inside a pipeline routine. The routine first computes a dust model for silicate-based grains
and carbon-based grains separately, and then computes a dust model containing a mixture of
both grain types. To be able to directly compare our dust models, we normed the extinction of
the J-channel so that τJ would remain constant for each value of the density parameter used.
An example of the code used to compute the dust models can be found in the appendix part A.
As a first approximation, we used a distribution with equal amount of silicate and carbon
grains. To study the effect of chemical composition of the grains, we computed a dust model
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with a mixture of 70% silicate-based grains and 30% carbon-based grains and another model
with 70% carbon-based grains and 30% silicate-based grains. We will hereafter refer to these
distributions as 50:50 and 70:30 corresponding to the distribution with equal amounts of silicate
and carbon grains and the distribution where the first noted grain type is more abundant.
4.2 MCMC
The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a method used to draw samples from a probability
distribution without having to know the shape of the distribution at any point. This is achieved
by ’wandering around’ the distribution so that the shape of the distribution is sampled. In our
study, we will use the MCMC method to sample what limits our observations place on our dust
models and use the results of the computations to produce estimated probability distributions
for the dust parameters.
The results of the radiative transfer computations done with the CRT are used as input for
our MCMC routine. The routine creates a data-cube from the computed intensities, so that for
each combination of Amax, β, and τ the resulting intensities, for each channel, are known. The
routine will then take our initial guess for the parameter values and add some random noise
to the values to take the first step of the chain. For each new step after the first, a new value
for the parameters is computed by adding random noise to the old parameter values. The new
values are then compared against our preset limits. If the values are not within the accepted
range, the step is discarded and new parameter values are calculated.
We allowed the maximum grain size to vary between 0.28 and 2.5 µm and β to vary between
2.0 and 5.0. The values were restricted to these ranges to study possible deviations from the
MRN model (with amax = 0.25 µm and β = 3.5). For the optical depth, we allowed values of ±
20% from the observed value, for both, the Center and the Near point, respectively.
The MCMC routine uses linear interpolation to estimate the intensities of scattered light at
any value of Amax, β, and τ . The estimated intensities are then entered to equation:
P =
∑
(
Iobs,i − Isca,iKISRF − IBG,i
σi
)2, (4.2)
where Iobs,i is a vector of the true observed intensities, IBG,i is a vector of the background
intensities measured through the cloud, σi is a vector of the assumed observation uncertainties,
and Isca,i is a vector of the scattered intensities. We have scaled the Isca,i vector by a fourth
parameter, labeled KISRF, representing the intensity of the interstellar radiation field. Since the
CRT computations were carried out with fixed reference radiation field and because the scattered
light depends linearly on the local radiation field, the CRT results can be scaled to any value of
ISRF. The values for KISRF were allowed to vary between 0.3 and 3.0, with respect to the ISRF
model, corresponding to attenuated and strongly amplified radiation fields.
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The background intensity for each channel was computed following equation
IBG = IBG,obse
(−τi), (4.3)
where IBG,obs is the observed background intensity for a given channel and τi is the optical depth
of the channel. We have used the J-channel optical depth to estimate the optical depths of the
other three channels.
For the observation uncertainties, we assumed a 10% uncertainty for the observed intensities
for all channels except the 3.6-µm channel, for which we assumed a 25% uncertainty. A higher
uncertainty was assumed in order to take into account the uncertainties in the background
intensity estimation for the 3.6-µm channel described in the previous section. To study the
effect of the uncertainty estimation, we also computed the simulations with a 20% uncertainty
for all four channels. We will hereafter refer to the assumed uncertainties as 10% and 20%
uncertainties, respectively.
For each step taken, the MCMC routine compares the value, given by equation (4.2), of the
current step with the value of the previous step, to determine if the current step is accepted or
discarded. If the step was accepted the parameter values for Amax, β, KISRF, and τ used in that
step are written to a output-file. If the step is discarded, new parameter values are computed.
The resulting parameter combinations were then used to plot estimated probability distribu-
tions and two-dimensional marginalized probability distributions between the parameters. The
complete MCMC code used in our analysis can be found in the Appendix part A.
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Chapter 5
Results
5.1 Observations
Maps of optical depth at 250 µm, derived from the Herschel submillimetre observations, and J-
channel, derived from the colour excess of background stars using the NICER method, are shown
in figure (5.1). The maps are at 40” resolution. The map derived with the NICER method seems
to show more structure which might be an artefact caused by the method. Also shown on the
right is a masked map of the J-band surface brightness showing the area of the filament used for
the surface-brightness correlation plots. The images cover an area of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦.
Figure 5.1: 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ optical-depth maps derived from the Herschel (τ250) data, left, and
the NICER method (τ(J)), center. Also, shown on the right, a masked J-band intensity map
(MJy/sr) showing the area of the filament used in the correlation plots. All plots are at 40”
resolution and centred at RA(J2000) 4h39m37s, DEC(J2000) +26◦38’27”. The points used to
represent the filament in the CRT and MCMC simulations are shown in the middle frame, the
’Center’ point with a white marker and the ’Near’ point with a blue marker.
The logarithmic pixel-to-pixel correlations between the optical depth of τ250 and the surface
brightness of J-, H-, and K-channels are shown in figure (5.2). The J- and H-channels are
seemingly beginning to saturate, whereas the K-channel is not showing clear signs of saturation.
The correlations between the optical depth of τ250 and the surface brightness of Spitzer
channels 1 (3.6 µm), 2 (4.6 µm), and 4 (8.0 µm) are plotted in figure (5.3). Note that, at 8 µm,
the filament is seen in absorption. We have not included the 5.8-µm channel in our plots as the
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surface brightness map shows a heavy horizontal gradient in the signal-to-noise ratio and has
clearly visible vertical lines over the entire map.
In figure (5.4), we show the correlations of surface brightnesses of the J-, and H-bands
compared to the K-band. The J- and H-bands seem to saturate when the K-band intensity
reaches ∼0.08 and 0.09, respectively.
Figure 5.2: Correlation between the optical depth of τ250 and the J-band (left), H-band (center),
and K-band (right) surface brightnesses (MJy/sr). Both the J- and H-band are showing signs
of saturation.
Figure 5.3: Correlation between the optical depth of τ250 and the Spitzer 3.6-µm channel (left),
4.6-µm channel (center), and 8.0-µm channel (right) (MJy/sr).
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Figure 5.4: J-band surface brightness (MJy/sr) against the K-band surface brightness (left) and
H-band surface brightness (MJy/sr) against the K-band surface brightness (right).
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5.2 Radiative Transfer
The CRT calculations were performed for a grid of 20 Amax and 20 β values. For τJ, the grid
consisted of 20 points around the measured τJ value of either the Center or the Near position.
Figure (5.5) shows the surface brightness maps of the J-, K-, and 3.6-µm channels and the
optical-depth map of the J-channel resulting from the CRT computation of the Center point
using an even mixture of silicate- and carbon-based grains. The parameter values were set to
Amax = 1.0 µm and β = 3.5. The density of the cloud was set so that the average optical
depth of the J-channel computed over a 10× 10 pc grid placed on the center of the cloud would
give τJ = 6.1. As would be expected, in the J-channel, the surface brightness at the center of
the cloud is somewhat lower than on the outer edge, because of the high optical depth and the
resulting saturation of the surface brightness. Note that the K-channel is also showing saturation
but the 3.6-µm channel is not optically thick.
Figure 5.5: Results of a radiative-transfer computation of the Center point using equal amounts
of silicate and carbon grains. The frames show the optical depth of the J-channel and the surface
brightness maps in the J-, K-, and 3.6-µm bands. The maximum grain size was set to 1.0 µm
and β = 3.5.
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In figure (5.6), we present the surface brightness maps of the J-, K-, and 3.6-µm channels
and the optical-depth map of the J-channel resulting from the CRT computation of the Near
point using an even mixture of silicate- and carbon-based grains. As above, the parameter values
were set to Amax = 1.0 µm and β = 3.5. The density parameter was set so that the average
optical depth of the J-channel computed over a 10× 10 pc grid placed on the center of the cloud
would give τJ = 2.0. With lower optical-depth, the surface brightness maps trace more closely
the optical-depth profile of the cloud.
Figure 5.6: Results of a radiative-transfer computation of the Near point using equal amounts
of silicate and carbon grains. The maximum grain size was set to 1.0 µm and β = 3.5.
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The spectral energy distributions derived from the CRT computations for the Center point
(left) and the Near point (right) using a distribution of 50:50 for the silicate and carbon grains
are shown in figure (5.7). The optical depths and surface-brightness values are averages over
a central region of 10 × 10 pc. For each curve, we set the parameters Amax and β to 1.0 µm
and 3.5, respectively. The density parameter was set so that the averaged optical depth of the
J-channel would vary between 4.87 and 7.48 for the Center point and between 1.48 and 2.44 for
the Near point. The J-channel seems to saturate when the optical-depth reaches a value of ∼ 2,
as can be seen from the figure on the right.
Figure 5.7: The spectral energy distributions resulting from a CRT computation using equal
amounts of silicate and carbon grains for both Center (left) and Near (right) point. The max-
imum grain size was set to 1.0 µm and β = 3.5. The intensities and the optical depths in the
figures are averages of values computed over a 10 × 10 pc grid placed around the center of the
model cloud.
The surface brightnesses of the J and K channels computed with the CRT as a function
of optical depth of the J-channel are shown in figure (5.8). The optical depths and surface
brightness values are averages over a central region of 10 × 10 pc. The colours of the curves
correspond to different Amax and β values. For the green curve, Amax = 0.25 µm and β = 2.0,
for the blue curve, Amax = 1.0 µm and β = 3.5, and for the red curve, Amax = 2.5 µm and
β = 5.0. Note that, because of the lower surface brightness, the red curve was plotted to a
different frame in order to show that the curve has similar behaviour as compared to the blue
and green curves.
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As can be seen from the figure (5.8), the surface brightness of the J-channel saturates in
all cases when τJ ∼ 2 whereas the saturation of the K-channel depends more on the values of
Amax and β. For the J-channel, the shape of the curves does not seem to vary with different
values of Amax and β. For the K-channel, the curves begin to resemble the J-channel curves
with increasing values of Amax and β.
Figure 5.8: The surface brightness of the J- and K-channels as a function of optical-depth.
The colours of the curves correspond to different values of Amax and β. For the green curve,
Amax = 0.25 µm and β = 2.0, for the blue curve, Amax = 1.0 µm and β = 3.5, and for the red
curve, Amax = 2.5 µm and β = 5.0.
To test the goodness-of-fit of our models against the observations, we computed the χ2 values
following the equation
χ2 = (
N∑
i=1
(
xi − ui
σi
)2)/N (5.1)
where xi is a vector of observed intensities, ui is a corresponding vector of intensities predicted
by our model, σi is the predicted uncertainty, and N = 4, since we have a sample of four
wavelengths. The χ2 minimum was computed from the above equation by minimizing the sum.
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Before analysing the observations, we have computed the χ2 values using synthetic intensities,
for which the dust parameters were know. The computation was done in order to study the
general shape of the χ2 space and the behaviour of χ2 values near the correct parameter values.
On the other hand, the χ2 space can be used to study the error distributions of the parameters
and the correlations between the parameters.
In figure (5.9), we show the cross sections of the χ2 space using synthetic intensities computed
with parameter values Amax = 1.08 µm, β = 3.47, KISRF = 1.5, and τJ = 6.12. The figures are
centred at the χ2 minimum showing the best fit values for the parameters. The white star marks
the location of the minimum with parameter values Amax = 1.096, β = 3.347,KISRF = 1.473,
and τ = 6.604. The χ2 values were computed from the simulated intensities allowing a 10%
uncertainty between the prediction from our model and the simulated intensity. We have capped
the maximum value of χ2 to 20 so that the area of the minimum would be visible.
Figure 5.9: Cross sections of the χ2 distribution through the location of the χ2 minimum for the
simulated intensities. A 50:50 distribution of silicate and carbon grains was used. For the surface
brightness data, an uncertainty of 10% was assumed. The maximum value of χ2 is capped to 20.
The white star indicates the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax = 1.09, β = 3.35,KISRF =
1.47, and τ = 6.60.
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5.3 MCMC
In this section, we will present the results of our MCMC computations. The computations were
carried out in order to compare the predictions from our dust models with the observations. This
was done by deriving probability distributions for the parameters used in our modelling. The
MCMC plots all consist of 16 images arranged as 4× 4 frames. The one-dimensional histograms
show the estimated probability distributions of the four variables Amax, β,KISRF, and τ . The
other frames consists of two-dimensional marginalized probability distributions, showing the
probability between the variables noted on the axis. The colour bar shows the density of data
points in the correlation plots.
5.3.1 MCMC simulations: Simulated observations
Before we begin analysing the observations, we will test the MCMC computations with simulated
observations where the parameters used to produce the intensities are known. The parameter
values were set to Amax = 1.08 µm, β = 3.47, KISRF = 1.5, and τ = 6.12. The values for Amax
and β were taken from literature as generally noted values with some added noise. The value for
τ was adopted to represent the Center point from our observations. As for the value of KISRF,
we used a value which produced positive intensities for all channels. The synthetically produced
intensities were then used as observed to compute reference figures.
Shown in figures (5.10) and (5.11) are the results of the MCMC-computations of the Center
point using the simulated observations. We have allowed a 10% and a 20% uncertainties be-
tween the simulated intensities and the intensities derived from our model for the two figures,
respectively. For both images, the white star indicates the χ2 minimum with parameter values
Amax = 1.096, β = 3.347,KISRF = 1.473, and τ = 6.604.
As seen from the figures (5.10) and (5.11), there seems to be a strong correlation between
the parameters β and KISRF. On the other hand, the same behaviour is also seen in the (β,
τ) projection as a strong cut off effect. Thus it would seem that to be able to determine either
the β or KISRF an assumption, or observations with a good precision, of the other parameter
must be made. One should also note, that the four dimensional parameter space is not that
easily represented with two dimensional correlation plots. This can be seen from the location of
the χ2 minimum in figure (5.10), as the minimum in the four dimensional χ2 space seems to be
somewhat off from the location of highest marginalized probability.
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Figure 5.10: An MCMC simulation of the Center point using the simulated observations and a
50:50 distribution of silicate and carbon grains. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty
of 10% was assumed. The white star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with
parameter values Amax = 1.096, β = 3.347,KISRF = 1.473, and τ = 6.604.
The amount of uncertainty, within the MCMC computation, between the observed intensities
and our model, comparing figures (5.10) and (5.11), seems to have little effect on the results.
The only notable effect is the broadening of the distributions, which would be expected with
larger uncertainties. It is interesting to note, though, that there seems to be a second maximum
emerging in the β distribution.
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Figure 5.11: An MCMC simulation of the Center point using the simulated observations and a
50:50 distribution of silicate and carbon grains. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty
of 20% was assumed. The white star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with
parameter values Amax = 1.096, β = 3.347,KISRF = 1.473, and τ = 6.604.
5.3.2 MCMC simulations: The Center point
From here on, we have used the intensities and optical depths derived from our observations.
In figures (5.12), (5.13), and (5.14), we show the results of the MCMC computations of
the Center point done by varying the relative amount of silicate and carbon grains in the dust
models and allowing 10 % uncertainties between our model and the observations. The stripe-like
behaviour in some of the correlation plots is an artefact caused by the finite grid used in the
CRT computations. The effect can be minimized by using a denser parameter grid for the CRT
computations or by increasing the amount of photons used in the computation. However, these
steps will result in a significant increase in the time consumed by the computation. Another
likely source for the stripe-like behaviour is that the linear interpolation used to interpolate the
τJ values is too crude and one should use higher-order interpolation.
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Figure 5.12: An MCMC simulation of the Center point with a 50:50 distribution of silicate and
carbon grains. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 10% was assumed. The white
star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax = 2.5, β =
4.09,KISRF = 2.60, and τ = 6.60.
The dust model with more silicate grains (figure (5.14)), seems to produce narrower χ2
minima and somewhat stronger correlations between the parameters than the model with more
carbon grains (figure (5.13)). However, by comparing the two figures to the model with equal
amounts of silicates and carbon (figure (5.12)), it is apparent that the carbon grains dominate
over the silicates. There are no clear traces of the silicate distribution in figure (5.12), although
all of the parameter distributions have shifted to lower values. The same effect can be seen,
though inverted, in the silicate figure: the effects caused by carbon are faint but clearly visible
in some of the distributions, notably in the Amax − τ distribution.
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Comparing the models with more silicate grains and more carbon grains, it is evident that
the two models have completely different size distributions, with silicates preferring a lower value
of β than carbon grains. The shapes of the two distributions could explain the behaviour seen in
the model computed with simulated intensities (figure (5.10)), as the value of β used was ≈ 3.5
and neither the silicate-heavy nor the carbon heavy-model is indicating β = 3.5 as a likely value.
Figure 5.13: As in figure (5.12), but with a 70:30 distribution of carbon and silicate grains. The
white star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax =
2.5, β = 4.09,KISRF = 2.97, and τ = 5.76.
By comparing the distributions of maximum grain size of the model with the even distribution
and the simulated intensity model, we see that there is a profound change in the shape of the
distributions. In the simulation with the computed intensities, the Amax distribution is quite
narrow and concentrated on clearly lower values, whereas, in the figure with the even distribution,
we see a broad distribution which has moved to the higher-limit edge. This can also be seen
from the distribution of KISRF. For the β distribution, a reverse effect is seen. The broad
distribution in the case of synthetic data has changed to a narrow distribution in the simulation
with equal amounts of silicate and carbon grains. These changes can probably be traced back
to the parameters used for the computed intensities. For example, β = 3.5 is seen as an unlikely
value by all three distributions (figures (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14)).
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If we compare the KISRF parameter of figures (5.13) and (5.14), we see that the dust mixture
with more carbon seems to need a stronger radiation field than the mixture with more silicates.
The need for stronger radiation field is related to the physical properties of the grains. Carbon
tends to have a higher absorption coefficient so, to able to reproduce the observed intensity, we
would need a stronger radiation field.
The stronger extinction of the carbon grains can also be seen in the τ distribution. By
comparing figures (5.13) and (5.12), we can see that the increased amount of carbon has clearly
decreased the maximum value of τ and flattened the distribution.
Figure 5.14: Same as figure (5.12), but with a 70:30 distribution of silicate and carbon grains.
The white star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax =
2.5, β = 2.05,KISRF = 1.61, and τ = 7.08.
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There is a notable knee in the Amax distribution of the MCMC simulation with more silicate
grains. Since the feature is not seen in the carbon heavy distribution it is likely that it is linked
to the silicate grains. It would thus seem that the silicate-grain and carbon-grain populations
have different maximum grain sizes and different size distributions.
Figure 5.15: An MCMC simulation of the Center point with a 50:50 distribution of silicate and
carbon grains. Only the J-, H-, and K-band intensities were used in the computation. For
the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 10% was assumed. The white star indicates the
projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax = 2.5, β = 4.09,KISRF = 2.57,
and τ = 6.60.
In figure (5.15), we show the results of the MCMC computation done with equal amounts of
silicate and carbon grains and using only J-, H-, and K-bands. Comparing with figure (5.12), the
additional information from the 3.6-µm channel clearly helps to narrow down the distributions
of Amax and KISRF. On the other hand, the location of the χ
2 minimum seems to be unaffected
by the addition of the 3.6-µm channel.
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Figure (5.16) shows the MCMC computation of the dust model with a distribution of equal
amounts of silicate and carbon grains but, now, allowing 20% uncertainties between the observed
intensities and intensities derived form our model. As might be expected, there is a visible
broadening in all of the distributions. However, it also seems that all of the distributions are
shifted to lower values. The shift is probably caused by the shape of the four-dimensional
parameter space. As can be seen from figure (5.9), some of the distributions are strongly curved.
With higher uncertainties allowed, the area around the χ2 minimum becomes broader, which is
reflected to the probability distributions as increased probability at lower parameter values.
Figure 5.16: An MCMC simulation of the Center point with a 50:50 distribution of silicate and
carbon grains. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 20% was assumed. The white
star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax = 2.5, β =
4.09,KISRF = 2.66, and τ = 6.60.
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The shift in the parameter values of the distributions with larger error estimates is seen in
all of our MCMC computations (see appendix part B for the computations) and its magnitude
remains quite constant. However, there is a notable exception in the computation done using
only the J-, H-, and K-channels. If the error estimate is set to 10%, the computation with only
the J-, H-, and K-channels resembles the computation done using an even distribution with 10%
uncertainties. If we allow 20% uncertainties in the J, H, and K computation (figure (5.17)),
the distributions shift strongly towards a silicate-heavy solution, although the location of the χ2
minimum does not change.
Figure 5.17: As in figure (5.16), but only using the J-, H-, and K-channels. The white star
indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax = 2.5, β =
4.09,KISRF = 2.57, and τ = 6.60.
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5.3.3 MCMC simulations: The Near point
In figures (5.18), (5.19), and (5.20), we show the results of the MCMC computations of the Near
point with 10% errors allowed between the observed intensities and intensities derived form
our model. The relative amount of silicate and carbon grains was varied in the computations,
assuming equal amounts of silicates and carbon, 70% carbon and 30% silicate, and 70% silicate
and 30% carbon, respectively. The computations with wider allowed errors produced similar
results with the computations of the Center point, and the results are not shown here (see
Appendix B for the computations).
Comparing the computations with more silicates, figure (5.20), and the computation with
more carbon, figure (5.19), we see a similar behaviour in some of the parameters which was
seen in the computations with higher optical depth. For example, due to the higher absorption
efficiency of carbon grains the KISRF has a clearly higher value in the computation with more
carbon grains than in the computation with more silicates. As in the computations with the
higher optical depth, which is also reflected to the τ distribution. It would also seem that the τ
distribution is more closely related to carbon grains than silicate grains.
Figure 5.18: An MCMC simulation of the Near point with a 50:50 distribution of silicate and
carbon grains. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 10% was assumed. The white
star indicates the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax = 2.5, β = 3.92,KISRF = 1.51, and
τ = 2.46.
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However, with the lower optical depth the features caused by the carbon grains do not seem to
dominate so strongly over the features caused by the silicates. This can be seen clearly in figure
(5.18). In the similar computation with the higher optical depth, figure (5.12), the parameter
distribution resembles more closely the computations done with more carbon grains. As seen
from the β and KISRF distributions, with lower optical depth, the features caused by silicates
are clearly visible. The effects of carbon grains can also be seen in these distributions, with a
high second maximum in the β distribution and a slight broadening in the KISRF distribution
Figure 5.19: As in figure (5.18), but with a 70:30 distribution of carbon and silicate grains. The
white star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax =
2.5, β = 4.17,KISRF = 2.38, and τ = 2.33.
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Comparing the computations with more silicate grains, figures (5.20) and (5.14), we can see
that with lower optical depth, the carbon grains seem to produce no notable features to the
parameter distributions. The second maximum at the higher values seen in the β distribution
in figure (5.14) has vanished, although the distribution has become broader at the lower values.
Note also that the knee seen in the Amax distribution in figure (5.14) is still visible in figure
(5.20), but it is significantly lower.
Figure 5.20: As in figure (5.18), but with a 70:30 distribution of silicate and carbon grains. The
white star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax =
2.5, β = 2.00,KISRF = 1.11, and τ = 2.46.
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Figure 5.21: An MCMC simulation of the Near point with a 50:50 distribution of silicate and
carbon grains. Only the J-, H-, and K-band intensities were used in the computation. For
the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 10% was assumed. The white star indicates the
projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax = 1.25, β = 2.00,KISRF =
1.03, and τ = 2.22.
The additional information from the 3.6-µm channel can be used to narrow down the pa-
rameter distributions as can be seen by comparing figures (5.21) and (5.18). This is seen most
clearly in the Amax distribution which will peak at significantly lower values without the 3.6-µm
channel. The same effect is also seen in the β distribution, although, the changes are more faint.
Note that the additional information from the 3.6-µm channel seems to have little to no effect
on the KISRF and τ distributions.
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5.3.4 MCMC simulations: Tests for our assumptions
Because of the uncertainty in the background intensity of the 3.6-µm channel, we recomputed
the MCMC simulations with different values adopted for the background. Figure (5.22) shows
the result of an MCMC computation of the Center point with the background intensity of the
3.6-µm channel set to a value indicated by DIRBE/WISE. Equal amounts of silicate and carbon
grains were used in the computations. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 10%
was assumed.
Although the higher background estimate for the 3.6-µm channel seems to have no effect on
the χ2 minimum, the distributions for Amax and KISRF are considerably broader when compared
to figure (5.12). Similarly, should the background intensity be lower than the value we used for
most of our computations, the resulting distributions would be narrower (see appendix B, figure
(7.9)). Which would indicate that, in order to get a good estimation of the dust parameters, the
estimates for the background intensities should be known with a good precision.
Figure 5.22: An MCMC simulation of the Center point with a 50:50 distribution of silicate and
carbon grains and with the background intensity of the 3.6-µm channel set to the value derived
from DIRBE/WISE. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 10% was assumed. The
white star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax =
2.5, β = 4.08,KISRF = 2.55, and τ = 6.60.
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Shown in figure (5.23) is the result of an MCMC computation of the center point assuming
that half of the observed surface brightness in the 3.6-µm channel is caused by emission. We
used equal amounts of silicate and carbon grains for the computation and allowed 10% errors
between the observed intensities and the intensities derived from our model.
It is evident from the figure that the amount of emission at longer wavelengths can affect
the acquired dust parameters. With the assumption that 50% of the surface brightness at 3.6
µm is caused by emission, the distribution of Amax is notably shifted towards lower values.
The decreased amount of scattered light will also increase the uncertainty in the KISRF and τ
distributions.
Figure 5.23: An MCMC simulation of the Center point with a 50:50 distribution of silicate
and carbon grains and assuming that 50% of the observed surface brightness in the 3.6-µm
channels is caused by emission. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 10% was
assumed. The white star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter
values Amax = 1.78, β = 4.14,KISRF = 2.76, and τ = 6.18.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
Almost all of our dust models imply that the dust grains have a maximum grain size in excess of
1 µm. Indeed, in most of the MCMC computations, the distribution for Amax seems to be driven
to the upper limit, set to 2.5 µm, of the allowed value range. As can be seen from the MCMC
computations, the most probable value for the β parameter, the exponent term of the power-law
distribution, is higher than the most commonly used value (βMRN = 3.5). The higher value of β
will result in a distribution with significantly more smaller grains than larger grains. However,
the size distribution will have a longer ’tail’ allowing the addition of larger grain sizes, although
their relative amount will be substantially smaller. Even though small in number, these larger
grains will contain a significant portion of the total dust mass.
The size distribution also seems to be strongly dependent on the chemical properties of the
dust grains. As can be seen from figures (5.13) and (5.14), the relative amount of silicate and
carbon grains has a strong effect on the β parameter with the carbon grains favouring clearly
higher values of β than the silicate grains. One should, however, note that the carbon grains
seem to dominate over the silicate grains, as in figure (5.12) the features visible in figure (5.14)
are faint or completely invisible and the peak of the β distribution has shifted from ∼ 2 to ∼ 4.
The effect of the grain-size distributions and the maximum grain sizes on the intensity profile
of the Ks and 3.6-µm bands was studied recently by Andersen et al. (Andersen et al., 2013).
Their modelling of the intensity profiles over the low mass core L260 in Ophiuchus North indicates
that an extension to the MRN models maximum grain size of 0.25 µm is necessary in order to
reproduce the observed intensity profile, arguing that grain sizes up to ∼ 1 µm are needed but
are probably less abundant than indicated by the MRN size distribution.
Comparing our results to those reported by Andersen et al., we see that the grain-size dis-
tribution indeed seems to deviate from the classical MRN distribution towards a distribution
where bigger grains are larger in size but less abundant. The differences in maximum grain size
between our results and the results obtained by Andersen et al. are probably caused by the
differences in density. The maximum optical depth in the J-channel of the core L260 is close to
2 whereas in TMC-1N the maximum optical depth in the J-channel is closer to 7. On the other
hand, our modelling of the Near point, with the J-channel optical depth close to 2, produces
distributions for the maximum grain size that are similar to the distributions computed for the
Center point with higher optical depth. From these considerations, it seems evident that the
optical depth alone is not sufficient to explain the difference in maximum grain sizes. A possible
explanation is that the core L260 is more extended with a low central density (Andersen et al.,
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2013) so that dust coagulation, which depends strongly on the density, has been reduced. On
the other hand, if we assume that the mixing of grain sizes is sufficiently effective throughout
the core, as implied by Pagani (Pagani et al., 2010), we would expect to see similar grain sizes
and size distributions throughout the core.
Another result arising from the differences in the amounts of silicate and carbon grains used in
the computations are the differences in the parameters KISRF and τ . If we compare figures (5.13)
and (5.14), we see that the likely value for the KISRF is higher for the carbon grains than for the
silicate grains. The need for a higher radiation field of the carbon grains is caused by differences
in the absorption and scattering coefficients. The absorption caused by carbon is higher than
the absorption caused by silicates, and, thus, for the carbon grains to be able to reproduce the
observed surface brightness, a stronger radiation field is required. This is accordingly seen with
silicates: as the scattering efficiency of silicate grains is higher when compared to carbon grains,
a relatively weaker radiation field is needed to reproduce the observed surface brightness.
The difference in absorption and scattering efficiencies is also reflected to the τ parameter.
The stronger absorption caused by the carbon grains results in stronger extinction. Thus, the
amount of material required to cause the observed optical depth is reduced. The same behaviour
is again seen with the silicates: stronger scattering efficiency requires more material on the line
of sight to reproduce the observed optical depth.
The relative strength of the surface brightnesses of the 3.6-, 4.5-, and 5.8-µm channels lead
to the assumption that there is no notable emission in the TMC-1N filament. Contrary to the
assumption, we have also studied the possibility that some of the surface brightness in the 3.6-
µm channel would be caused by emission, arising from the known PAH emission feature close to
the channel. If we assume that half of the observed surface brightness in the 3.6-µm channel is
caused by emission, figure (5.23), we see that the amount of emission at longer wavelengths can
have a significant effect on the obtained grain-size distribution.
The background intensity we used for the 3.6-µm channel was an average value computed
over the values indicated by Spitzer and DIRBE (corrected with WISE data). Since there was
a large difference between these two values, we have also studied how the background adopted
for the 3.6-µm channel affects the derived dust properties. By comparing the computation with
the averaged background, figure (5.12), to the computation with the background adopted from
DIRBE and WISE, figure (5.22), we see that, with a lower background estimate for the 3.6-µm
channel, the distributions become significantly broader.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
We have used near-infrared scattered light observations and radiative transfer modelling to show
that light scattering can be used to probe dust properties. As can be seen from the differences
between the MCMC computations done with 10% error estimates and 20% uncertainty estimates,
it is evident that the observations of the scattered light must have a good precision. With higher
photometric uncertainties, the complex shape of the four-dimensional parameter space causes a
distinct shift in the marginalized probability distributions.
One should note, that the additional information contained in the 3.6-µm channel clearly
helps to narrow down the possible parameter values. Because of the known PAH emission
feature close to 3.6 µm, in order to acquire a reliable estimation for the dust parameters, the
amount of emission from the source should be known with a good precision. On the other hand,
the estimate for the background intensity of the 3.6-µm channel, should also be known with a
good precision.
It should be noted that since the thermal emission of dust grains depends on the size of
the grains, changes in the size distribution and maximum grain sizes should be reflected to the
observed emission. Thus, combining the information gained from studying near- to mid-infrared
light scattering to emission studies carried out at longer wavelengths, one should get a more
accurate picture of dust parameters.
For future observations at NIR wavelengths, the telescopes at ESO’s Paranal observatory
VST (VLT Survey Telescope) and VISTA (Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astron-
omy) could be used. Unfortunately, many of the ongoing surveys will be carried out with
self-subtraction, thus removing any diffuse surface brightness and leaving only the point sources.
Another problematic feature of the surface brightness observations is the longer observation time
required, which is further increased if the observations require a good precision.
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Appendix
A: The codes used in the study
Described below are the two codes used in this work. The first code is an example Python
code used to compute the dust models used in the CRT computations. The code will take an
input file of dust properties and produces a output file with averaged properties over a grain-size
distribution as described in chapter 2 section on radiative transfer.
The second code is the MCMC method written in the Julia language (Bezanson et al., 2012).
The first part is the main body of the method and the second part includes the functions used
by the method.
#This code w i l l produce an s i l i c a t e dust f i l e f o r CRT s c a t t e r i n g
#s imu la t i on s . The input f i l e should inc lude the s c a t t e r i n g
#prope r t i e s , Q abs , Q sca and g , f o r each gra in s p e c i e s . The code
#w i l l then compute s c a t t e r i n g p r o p e r t i e s f o r a s i n g l e averaged
#s i l i c a t e g ra in . Note that the averaged gra in p r o p e r t i e s should
#only be used f o r s c a t t e r i n g computations !
from matp lo t l i b . pylab import ∗
from sc ipy . i n t e r p o l a t e import inte rp1d
from sc ipy . i n t e g r a t e import quad
from sc ipy . s p e c i a l import e r f
import numpy
import os
AMU = 1.6605E−24
BOLTZMANN = 1.3806E−16
HOMEDIR = os . path . expanduser ( ’ ˜ / ’ )
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c l a s s L D s i l i c a t e ( ) :
de f i n i t ( s e l f ) :
de f ReadFi les ( s e l f , amax ) :
# return [ a ] , [ f r e q ] , [ [ Qabs , Qscat , g ] , . . . ]
g l o b a l HOMEDIR
l i n e s = f i l e ( ’% s /CRT/models / suvS i l 81 ’ % HOMEDIR) . r e a d l i n e s ( )
s e l f . header = l i n e s [ 0 : 5 ]
s e l f . NSIZE = i n t ( l i n e s [ 3 ] . s p l i t ( ) [ 0 ] ) − amax
s e l f .NFREQ = i n t ( l i n e s [ 4 ] . s p l i t ( ) [ 0 ] )
s e l f .FREQ = ze ro s ( [ s e l f .NFREQ] , f l o a t 3 2 )
s e l f .UM = s e l f .FREQ. copy ( )
s e l f . SIZE = ze ro s ( [ s e l f . NSIZE ] , f l o a t 3 2 )
s e l f .DATA = [ ]
# read the rad iae [um] . . . t ransformed in to [ cm ]
row = 6
f o r i in range ( s e l f . NSIZE ) :
a = f l o a t ( l i n e s [ row ] . s p l i t ( ) [ 0 ] )
s e l f . SIZE [ i ] = a ∗1 .0 e−4 # um −> cm
row += 2
tmp = ze ro s ( [ s e l f .NFREQ, 3 ] , f l o a t 3 2 )
f o r j in range ( s e l f .NFREQ) :
tmp [ j , 0 ] = f l o a t ( l i n e s [ row ] . s p l i t ( ) [ 1 ] ) # Qabs
tmp [ j , 1 ] = f l o a t ( l i n e s [ row ] . s p l i t ( ) [ 2 ] ) # Qscat
tmp [ j , 2 ] = f l o a t ( l i n e s [ row ] . s p l i t ( ) [ 3 ] ) # g
j += 1
row += 1
s e l f .DATA. append (tmp)
row += 1
# change um into f r e q u e n c i e s
row = 8
f o r i in range ( s e l f .NFREQ) :
s e l f .UM[ i ] = f l o a t ( l i n e s [ row ] . s p l i t ( ) [ 0 ] )
s e l f .FREQ[ i ] = 2.99792456 e8 / ( 1 . 0 e−6∗ s e l f .UM[ i ] )
row += 1
return s e l f . SIZE , s e l f .DATA, s e l f .FREQ
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de f g e t p o w e r l a w d i s t r i b u t i o n ( s e l f , a , expo ) :
# given array o f bin borders re turn the number o f g r a i n s in
# each bin f o r a powerlaw s i z e d i s t r i b u t i o n dn/da ˜ aˆexpo
n = len ( a )
num = ze ro s (n , f l o a t 3 2 ) # n−1
N = 3∗n
# b e t t e r g r id f o r i n t e g r a t i o n
aa = logspace ( log10 (0 . 99∗ a [ 0 ] ) , l og10 (1 . 01∗ a [ n−1]) , N)
dn da = ze ro s (N, f l o a t 3 2 )
f o r i in range (N) :
dn da [ i ] = 1e−15∗pow( aa [ i ] , expo )
i f ( dn da [ i ]<1.0 e−23):
dn da [ i ]=1.0 e−23
aa=numpy . array ( aa )
dn da=numpy . array ( dn da )
ip = inte rp1d ( aa , dn da )
# i n t e g r a t e over bin
f o r i in range (n−1):
num[ i ] = quad ( ip , a [ i ] , a [ i +1] , e p s r e l =1.0e−4) [0 ]
r e turn num
def get Qabs ( s e l f , a ) :
# return Qabs f o r g r a i n s o f s i z e a [ cm ]
i = 0 ;
i f ( a<=s e l f . SIZE [ 0 ] ) :
i = 0 ;
e l s e :
i f ( a>=s e l f . SIZE [ s e l f . NSIZE−1 ] ) :
i = s e l f . NSIZE−1
e l s e :
whi l e ( ( s e l f . SIZE [ i ]<a)&( i<s e l f . NSIZE−1)) :
i += 1
w = ( s e l f . SIZE [ i ]−a )/ ( s e l f . SIZE [ i ]− s e l f . SIZE [ i −1])
tmp = s e l f .DATA[ i −1]
qabs = w∗tmp [ : , 0 ]
tmp = s e l f .DATA[ i ]
qabs += (1.0−w)∗tmp [ : , 0 ]
r e turn qabs
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tmp = s e l f .DATA[ i ]
qabs = tmp [ : , 0 ] . copy ( )
re turn qabs
de f get Qsca ( s e l f , a ) :
# return Qsca f o r g r a i n s o f s i z e a [ cm ]
i = 0 ;
i f ( a<=s e l f . SIZE [ 0 ] ) :
i = 0 ;
e l s e :
i f ( a>=s e l f . SIZE [ s e l f . NSIZE−1 ] ) :
i = s e l f . NSIZE−1
e l s e :
whi l e ( ( s e l f . SIZE [ i ]<a)&( i<s e l f . NSIZE−1)) :
i += 1
w = ( s e l f . SIZE [ i ]−a )/ ( s e l f . SIZE [ i ]− s e l f . SIZE [ i −1])
tmp = s e l f .DATA[ i −1]
qsca = w∗tmp [ : , 1 ]
tmp = s e l f .DATA[ i ]
qsca += (1.0−w)∗tmp [ : , 1 ]
r e turn qsca
tmp = s e l f .DATA[ i ]
qsca = tmp [ : , 1 ] . copy ( )
re turn qsca
de f get Qq ( s e l f , a ) :
# return <cos theta> f o r g r a i n s o f s i z e a [ cm ]
i = 0 ;
i f ( a<=s e l f . SIZE [ 0 ] ) :
i = 0 ;
e l s e :
i f ( a>=s e l f . SIZE [ s e l f . NSIZE−1 ] ) :
i = s e l f . NSIZE−1
e l s e :
whi l e ( ( s e l f . SIZE [ i ]<a)&( i<s e l f . NSIZE−1)) :
i += 1
w = ( s e l f . SIZE [ i ]−a )/ ( s e l f . SIZE [ i ]− s e l f . SIZE [ i −1])
tmp = s e l f .DATA[ i −1]
qq = w∗tmp [ : , 2 ]
tmp = s e l f .DATA[ i ]
qq += (1.0−w)∗tmp [ : , 2 ]
r e turn qq
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tmp = s e l f .DATA[ i ]
qq = tmp [ : , 2 ] . copy ( )
re turn qq
de f t a u a b s f o r d i s t r i b u t i o n ( s e l f , ss , num ) :
# given ar rays o f bin c e n t r e s ( s i z e in [ cm ] ) and
# number o f g r a i n s per bin re turn the e x t i n c t i o n curve
Qabs = s e l f . get Qabs (1 e−4)
Qabs ∗= 0.0
f o r i in range ( l en ( s s )−1):
Qabs += s e l f . get Qabs ( s s [ i ] ) ∗num[ i ]∗ pi ∗pow( s s [ i ] , 2 . 0 )
re turn Qabs
de f t a u s c a f o r d i s t r i b u t i o n ( s e l f , ss , num ) :
# given ar rays o f bin c e n t r e s ( s s [ cm ] ) and
# number o f g r a i n s per bin (num) , re turn
# the tau sca i n t e g r a t e d over the s i z e d i s t r i b u t i o n
Qsca = s e l f . get Qsca (1 e−4)
Qsca ∗= 0.0
f o r i in range ( l en ( s s )−1):
Qsca += s e l f . get Qsca ( s s [ i ] ) ∗num[ i ]∗ pi ∗pow( s s [ i ] , 2 . 0 )
re turn Qsca
de f q f o r d i s t r i b u t i o n ( s e l f , ss , num ) :
# given ar rays o f bin c e n t r e s ( s s [ cm ] ) and
# number o f g r a i n s per bin (num) , re turn
# the <cos theta> averaged over the s i z e d i s t r i b u t i o n
q = 0 .0 ∗ s e l f . get Qq (1 e−4)
weight = 0 .0 ∗ s e l f . get Qsca (1 e−4)
f o r i in range ( l en ( s s )−1):
w = s e l f . get Qsca ( s s [ i ] ) ∗num[ i ]∗ pi ∗pow( s s [ i ] , 2 . 0 )
q += w ∗ s e l f . get Qq ( s s [ i ] )
weight += w
gcos = q / weight
re turn gcos
de f a v g r a i n s i z e ( s e l f , g ra ins , dens ) :
# given the s i z e d i s t r i b u t i o n and r e l a t i v e number den i s ty
# re tu rns avarage gra in s i z e
dust = average ( gra ins , weights=dens )
re turn dust
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de f wr i t e ( s e l f , f i l ename , av gra in , tau , g d i s , abs d i s , s c a d i s ) :
# wr i t e a s imple dust f i l e f o r CRT
fp = open ( f i l ename , ’w’ )
fp . wr i t e ( ’ s imple # requ i r ed ! \n ’ )
fp . wr i t e ( ’# number dens i ty r e l a t i v e to hydrogen \n ’ )
fp . wr i t e ( ’%1.4 e \n ’ % tau )
fp . wr i t e ( ’# rad iu s ( micron ) avarage !\n ’ )
fp . wr i t e ( ’%1.4 e \n ’ % av gra in )
fp . wr i t e ( ’# number o f f r e q u e n c i e s \n ’ )
fp . wr i t e ( ’%1.0 f \n ’ % s e l f .NFREQ)
fp . wr i t e ( ’# f r e q g=<cos> Q abs Q sca \n ’ )
data = ze ro s ( ( s e l f .NFREQ, 4) )
f o r i in range ( s e l f .NFREQ) :
data [ i , : ] = [ s e l f .FREQ[ i ] , g d i s [ i ] , a b s d i s [ i ] , s c a d i s [ i ] ]
ip = inte rp1d ( data [ : , 0 ] , data [ : , 2 ] + data [ : , 3 ] )
f 0 = 2.9979 e8 /1 .25 e−6
data [ : , 2 : 4 ] ∗= 0.007/ ip ( f 0 )
f o r i in range ( s e l f .NFREQ) :
fp . wr i t e ( ’%1.5 e %1.5 e %1.5e %1.5e\n ’ %
( data [ i , 0 ] , data [ i , 1 ] , data [ i , 2 ] , data [ i , 3 ] ) )
fp . c l o s e ( )
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# An mcmc rout in e to compute p h y s i c a l parameters o f i n t e r s t e l l a r dust
# F i l e s needed to run the program
# 1) A CRT− f i l e conta in ing the i n i t i a l dust parameters ,
# i n t e n s i t i e s o f s c a t t e r e d l i g h t and dust o p t i c a l depths
# 2) The mcmc methods . j l f i l e which conta in s the needed f u n c t i o n s
# 3) Some rout ine to p l o t the r e s u l t s . mcmc plot . py recomended
us ing mcmc methods
func t i on fu l lma in ( )
t i c ( )
data = readdlm (” CRT s imulat i on cente r dense gr id . txt ” , ’ ’ )
A = data [ : , 1 ]
AMAX = data [ : , 2 ]
DENS = data [ : , 3 ]
J = data [ : , 4 ]
H = data [ : , 5 ]
K = data [ : , 6 ]
I35 = data [ : , 7 ]
TAU J = data [ : , 8 ]
TAU H = data [ : , 9 ]
TAU K = data [ : , 1 0 ]
TAU TS = data [ : , 1 1 ]
AMAX ∗= 1.0 e4
TAU H J = TAU H . / TAU J
TAU K J = TAU K . / TAU J
TAU TS J = TAU TS . / TAU J
# For r e g u l a r g r id (20 ,20 ,20)
A = shaping (A)
AMAX = shaping (AMAX)
J = shaping ( J )
H = shaping (H)
K = shaping (K)
I35 = shaping ( I35 )
TAU J = shaping (TAU J)
TAU H = shaping (TAU H J)
TAU K = shaping (TAU K J)
TAU TS = shaping (TAU TS J)
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BETA = reshape ( A[ 1 , 1 , : ] , 20)
AMAX = reshape ( AMAX[ 1 , : , 1 ] , 20)
TAU = reshape (TAU J [ : , 1 , 1 ] , 20)
# i n i t i a l quess
AMAX0 = 1.05
A0 = 3.50
ISRF0 = 1.00
TAU0 = 6.1156
p0 = [AMAX0, A0 , ISRF0 , TAU0]
S , dS = ze ro s ( Float32 , 4 ) , z e r o s ( Float32 , 4)
# observed i n t e n s i t i e s
JJ = 0.0715
HH = 0.1518
KK = 0.1167 #o r i g i n a l = 0.1167 #h a l f = 0.5835
I I 35 = 0.0531 #o r i g i n a l = 0.0531 #h a l f = 0.0266
# Simulated i n t e n s i t i e s
#JJ = 0.0656
#HH = 0.0995
#KK = 0.0784
#I I35 = 0.0066
# est imate f o r background
Jbg = 0.122
Hbg = 0.100
Kbg = 0.088
TSbg = 0.104
BG = [ Jbg , Hbg , Kbg , TSbg ]
S [ 1 ] = JJ
S [ 2 ] = HH
S [ 3 ] = KK
S [ 4 ] = I I35
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# est imate f o r obse rvat i on u n c e r t a i n t i e s
dS = 0.1∗S
dS [ 4 ] = 0.25∗S [ 4 ]
STEPS = 100000000
SKIP = 100
STEPMOD = 2.8
output = main ( p0 , S , dS , BG, STEPS, SKIP , STEPMOD, TAU,
AMAX, BETA, J , H, K, I35 , TAU H, TAU K, TAU TS)
# wr i t e every ’SKIP ’ accepted po int to a f i l e
writedlm (” MCMC jul ia center 10errors . txt ”
, output [ 1 : SKIP : end , : ] , ’ ’ )
toc ( )
end
fu l lma in ( )
# This f i l e i n c l u d e s the f u n c t i o n s needed f o r the MCMC rout ine .
module mcmc methods
export shaping , space , i n t e rpo l a t e3d , chi , main , newshape #, wr i t eout
# Reshape the input f i l e s to match a 30∗20∗30 g r id
func t i on newshape ( x )
x = reshape (x , 30 , 20 , 30 )
end
# Reshape the input f i l e s to match a 20∗20∗20 g r id
func t i on shaping ( x )
x = reshape (x , 20 , 20 , 20 )
end
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# amax
# f o r r e g u l a r g r id 0 .28 − 2 .5
# check i f parameters (Amax, beta , i s r f , tau ) are
# with in accepted l i m i t s
func t i on space ( y )
re turn ( y[1]>=0.36)&&(y[1]<=3.16)&&(y[2]>=2.0)&&(y[2]<=5.0)&&
( y [3]>0.3)&&(y [3]<3.0)&&(y [4]>4.89)&&(y [4 ] <7 .34)
end
func t i on i n t e r p o l a t e 3 d (X, Y, Z , C, x , y , z )
# Do three−dimens iona l l i n e a r i n t e r p o l a t i o n
# Input :
# X, Y, Z = 1d v ec to r s o f the coord inate va lue s
# C = data cube with 1 s t index corre spond ing to X
# etc .
# x , y , z = coo rd ina t e s o f the p o s i t i o n o f i n t e r p o l a t e d va lues
# Returns :
# value i n t e r p o l a t e d from cube C ( s c a l a r )
NX = length (X) ; NY = length (Y) ; NZ = length (Z) ;
# f i n d i n d i c e s ( i , j , k ) so that the s e l e c t e d p o s i t i o n
# i s between g r id po in t s
# correspond ing to i and i +1, j and j +1, k and k+1
i = indmin ( abs (X−x ) ) ; i f (X[ i ]>x ) i=i−1 end
j = indmin ( abs (Y−y ) ) ; i f (Y[ j ]>y ) j=j−1 end
k = indmin ( abs (Z−z ) ) ; i f (Z [ k]>z ) k=k−1 end
i = max(1 , min ( i , (NX−1)))# ; i f ( i ==1) i=i+1 end
j = max(1 , min ( j , (NY−1)))# ; i f ( j ==1) j=j+1 end
k = max(1 , min (k , (NZ−1)))# ; i f ( k==1) k=k+1 end
# the weights o f l i n e a r i n t e r p o l a t i o n ( weight o f upper index )
wx = (x−X[ i ] ) / (X[ i +1]−X[ i ] )
wy = (y−Y[ j ] ) / (Y[ j +1]−Y[ j ] )
wz = ( z−Z [ k ] ) / ( Z [ k+1]−Z [ k ] )
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# i n t e r p o l a t e d value −− i n t e r p o l a t i o n along Z−a x i s
# => 4 i n t e r p o l a t e d va lue s
y11 = (1.0−wz)∗C[ i , j , k ] + wz∗C[ i , j , k+1]
y12 = (1.0−wz)∗C[ i , j +1, k ] + wz∗C[ i , j +1, k+1]
y21 = (1.0−wz)∗C[ i +1, j , k ] + wz∗C[ i+1 , j , k+1]
y22 = (1.0−wz)∗C[ i +1, j +1, k ] + wz∗C[ i+1 , j +1, k+1]
# i n t e r p o l a t i o n along y−a x i s
ya = (1.0−wy)∗ y11 + wy∗y12
yb = (1.0−wy)∗ y21 + wy∗y22
# i n t e r p o l a t i o n along x−a x i s
y = (1.0−wx)∗ ya + wx∗yb
return y
end
func t i on ch i ( obs , model , bg , err , i s r f )
# obs = observed i n t e n s i t y
# model = model led i n t e n s i t y
# bg = background es t imate
# e r r = es t imat i on o f e r r o r s
va l = ze ro s (4 )
lnp = 0 .0
lnp −= ( ( obs [ 1 ] − model [ 1 ] ∗ i s r f − bg [ 1 ] ) / e r r [ 1 ] ) ˆ 2 . 0
lnp −= ( ( obs [ 2 ] − model [ 2 ] ∗ i s r f − bg [ 2 ] ) / e r r [ 2 ] ) ˆ 2 . 0
lnp −= ( ( obs [ 3 ] − model [ 3 ] ∗ i s r f − bg [ 3 ] ) / e r r [ 3 ] ) ˆ 2 . 0
lnp −= ( ( obs [ 4 ] − model [ 4 ] ∗ i s r f − bg [ 4 ] ) / e r r [ 4 ] ) ˆ 2 . 0
re turn lnp
end
func t i on main ( p0 , S , dS , BG, STEPS, SKIP , STEPMOD, TAU, AMAX, BETA,
J , H, K, I35 , TAU H, TAU K, TAU TS)
lnP0 = −1e10
output = ze ro s (STEPS, 4 )
# STEPS = how many po in t s to run
# step length between po in t s
STEP = STEPMOD .∗ [ 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 02 , 0 . 02 , 0 . 0 1 2 ]
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i n f o v e c = ze ro s (6 )
i n f o v e c = reshape ( in fovec , 1 , 6 )
i n t e n s i t y = ze ro s (4 )
background = ze ro s (4 )
ACCEPT = 0
p = ze ro s (4 )
f o r i = 1 :STEPS
p [ 1 ] = p0 [ 1 ] + 0 .5 ∗ STEP[ 1 ] ∗ randn ( )
p [ 2 ] = p0 [ 2 ] + 0 .5 ∗ STEP[ 2 ] ∗ randn ( )
p [ 3 ] = p0 [ 3 ] + 0 .5 ∗ STEP[ 3 ] ∗ randn ( )
p [ 4 ] = p0 [ 4 ] + 0 .5 ∗ STEP[ 4 ] ∗ randn ( )
i f space (p)
amax , beta , i s r f , tau = p
# l i n e a r i n t e r p o l a t i o n o f s imulated i n t e n s i t i e s
JJ i = i n t e r p o l a t e 3 d (TAU, AMAX, BETA, J , tau , amax , beta )
HHi = i n t e r p o l a t e 3 d (TAU, AMAX, BETA, H, tau , amax , beta )
KKi = i n t e r p o l a t e 3 d (TAU, AMAX, BETA, K, tau , amax , beta )
TSi = i n t e r p o l a t e 3 d (TAU, AMAX, BETA, I35 , tau , amax , beta )
i n t e n s i t y [ 1 ] = JJ i
i n t e n s i t y [ 2 ] = HHi
i n t e n s i t y [ 3 ] = KKi
i n t e n s i t y [ 4 ] = TSi
# l i n e a r i n t e r p o l a t i o n o f background
dJ = BG[ 1 ] ∗ ( exp(−tau ) − 1 . 0 )
dH = BG[ 2 ] ∗ ( exp(−tau∗ i n t e r p o l a t e 3 d (TAU, AMAX, BETA, TAU H,
tau , amax , beta ) ) − 1 . 0 )
dK = BG[ 3 ] ∗ ( exp(−tau∗ i n t e r p o l a t e 3 d (TAU, AMAX, BETA, TAU K,
tau , amax , beta ) ) − 1 . 0 )
dTS = BG[ 4 ] ∗ ( exp(−tau∗ i n t e r p o l a t e 3 d (TAU, AMAX, BETA, TAU TS,
tau , amax , beta ) ) − 1 . 0 )
background [ 1 ] = dJ
background [ 2 ] = dH
background [ 3 ] = dK
background [ 4 ] = dTS
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# compute ch i ˆ2 value f o r e s t imat i on
lnP = ch i (S , i n t e n s i t y , background , dS , i s r f )
# accept or d i s ca rd the cur rent po int
# i f the po int was accepted wr i t e i t to f i l e e l s e wr i t e
# the o ld po int
i f ( ( lnP−lnP0)> l og ( rand ( ) ) ) # accept
lnP0 = 1.0∗ lnP
p0 = 1.0∗p
ACCEPT += 1
end
i f i % 10000 == 1
accept = f l o a t 3 2 (ACCEPT/ i )
i n f o v e c [ 1 ] = i
i n f o v e c [ 2 ] = accept
i n f o v e c [ 3 ] = p [ 1 ]
i n f o v e c [ 4 ] = p [ 2 ]
i n f o v e c [ 5 ] = p [ 3 ]
i n f o v e c [ 6 ] = p [ 4 ]
p r i n t l n ( i n f o v e c )
#Print Grain parameters
#p r i n t l n (p)
end
e l s e
p [ 1 ] = p0 [ 1 ]
p [ 2 ] = p0 [ 2 ]
p [ 3 ] = p0 [ 3 ]
p [ 4 ] = p0 [ 4 ]
end
output [ i , 1 ] = p [ 1 ]
output [ i , 2 ] = p [ 2 ]
output [ i , 3 ] = p [ 3 ]
output [ i , 4 ] = p [ 4 ]
end
return output
end
end
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B: MCMC simulations
In this section, we have included the remaining MCMC computations that were excluded from
the main part of the study. In figures (7.1) and (7.2), we show the results of the MCMC
computations of the Center point with distributions of 70% of carbon grains and 30% silicate
grains for the first figure and 70% of silicate grains and 30% of carbon grains for the second
figure. For both computations, the allowed errors between our model and observations were set
to 20%.
Figures (7.3) and (7.4) show the the results of the MCMC computations with an distribution
of equal amounts of silicate and carbon grains. For these computations, the CRT grid was
extended from the 20 × 20 × 20 to a grid of 30 × 20 × 30 data points. The new denser grid thus
has 30 data points for the β and τ parameters. The upper limit of Amax was extended from the
value of 2.5 µm to 3.16 µm in order to further study the shape of the Amax distribution. The
allowed uncertainties between our model and observations were set to 10% and 20%, respectively.
In figures from (7.5) to (7.7), we show the results of the MCMC computations of the Near
point. For each of the figures, the allowed uncertainty between our model and observed intensities
were set to 20%. For the first figure, a distribution with equal amounts of silicate and carbon
grains was used. For the second and third figure, distributions with 70% carbon grains and 30%
silicate grains and 70% silicate grains and 30% carbon grains were used, respectively.
In figure (7.8), we shown the results of an MCMC computation of the Near point with equal
amounts of silicate and carbon grains. Only the J-, H-, and K-channel intensities were used with
20% errors allowed between the intensities predicted by our model and observed intensities.
Shown in figure (7.9) is the result of an MCMC computation using equal amounts of silicate
and carbon grains with 10% uncertainty allowed between the intensities derived from our model
and the observed intensities. The background intensity of the 3.6 µm channel was set to a value
indicated by Spitzer (0.1315 MJy/sr).
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Figure 7.1: An MCMC simulation of the Center point with a 70:30 distribution of carbon and
silicate grains. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 20% was assumed. The white
star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax = 2.5, β =
4.09,KISRF = 3.0, and τ = 5.76.
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Figure 7.2: As in figure (7.1), but with a 70:30 distribution of silicate and carbon grains. The
white star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax =
2.5, β = 2.0,KISRF = 1.64, and τ = 7.08.
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Figure 7.3: An MCMC simulation of the Center point with a 50:50 distribution of carbon and
silicate grains. The parameter grid of the CRT computations was extended from the 20 × 20
× 20 to 30 × 20 × 30. The denser grid corresponds to an increased amount of points for
the β and density values. The amount of points for Amax was kept constant but the upper
limit was increased to 3.16 µm. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 10% was
assumed. The white star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter
values Amax = 3.16, β = 4.02,KISRF = 2.39, and τ = 6.55.
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Figure 7.4: As in figure (7.3), but an uncertainty of 20% was assumed for the surface brightness
data. The white star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values
Amax = 3.16, β = 4.01,KISRF = 2.48, and τ = 7.24.
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Figure 7.5: An MCMC simulation of the Near point with a 50:50 distribution of carbon and
silicate grains. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 20% was assumed. The white
star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax = 2.5, β =
2.02,KISRF = 1.17, and τ = 1.74.
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Figure 7.6: An MCMC simulation of the Near point with a 70:30 distribution of carbon and
silicate grains. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 20% was assumed. The white
star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax = 1.25, β =
2.00,KISRF = 1.03, and τ = 2.22.
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Figure 7.7: As in figure (7.6), but with a 70:30 distribution of silicate and carbon grains. The
white star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax =
2.5, β = 2.0,KISRF = 1.09, and τ = 1.69.
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Figure 7.8: An MCMC simulation of the Near point with a 50:50 distribution of silicate and
carbon grains. Only the J-, H-, and K-band intensities were used in the computation. For
the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 20% was assumed. The white star indicates the
projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax = 1.25, β = 2.00,KISRF =
1.03, and τ = 2.22.
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Figure 7.9: An MCMC simulation of the Near point with a 50:50 distribution of silicate and
carbon grains. The background intensity of the 3.6-µm channel was set to a value indicated
by Spitzer. For the surface brightness data, an uncertainty of 10% was assumed. The white
star indicates the projected position of the χ2 minimum with parameter values Amax = 2.5, β =
4.08,KISRF = 2.63, and τ = 6.60.
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